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General

1 General
Thank you for choosing a quality product from Froling. The product features a state-of-the-art design and
conforms to all currently applicable standards and testing guidelines.
Please read and observe the documentation provided and always keep it close to the system for reference.
Observing the requirements and safety information in the documentation makes a significant contribution to
safe, appropriate, environmentally friendly and economical operation of the system.
The constant further development of our products means that there may be minor differences from the pictures
and content. If you discover any errors, please let us know: doku@froeling.com.
Subject to technical change.

About these instructions
The range of functions of the SPS 4000 depends on the user level currently set. These instructions show all the
parameters that are available with full functionality in the "Service" user level (maximum configuration with all
possible system components). The range available varies according to the user level set.

NOTICE
The values given in the parameter lists are examples, and should not be used as standard
values!
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General
Safety information

1.1 Safety information
DANGER
When working on electrical components:

Risk of electrocution!
When work is carried out on electrical components:
❒ Only have work carried out by a qualified electrician
❒ Observe the applicable standards and regulations
➥ Work must not be carried out on electrical components by unauthorised people

WARNING
When touching hot surfaces:

Severe burns are possible on hot surfaces and the flue gas pipe!
When work is carried out on the boiler:
❒ Shut down the boiler in a controlled way (operating status "Boiler off") and allow it to cool
down
❒ Protective gloves must generally be worn for work on the boiler, and it should only be
operated using the handles provided
❒ Insulate the flue pipes or simply avoid touching them during operation.

The information on safety, standards and guidelines in assembly and operating instructions for the boiler should
also be observed.

6
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SPS

2

2 Electric components and wiring
2.1 SPS
The controller consists of two main components. The CPU/display unit and the input/output rack. In addition, the
frequency converters are connected to the controller by modbus.
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

2.1.1 Display
Power Panel PP65, 5.7" QVGA colour TFT display with touch screen (resistive), 128
MByte DRAM, 232 kByte SRAM, CompactFlash slot, Ethernet 10/100, 1x X2X link, 2x
USB, protection class IP65 (front)

Ports and displays

A

Power supply

B

Ethernet port (RJ45 shielded, transfer rate 10/100 MBit/s)

C

Two USB ports (type A, USB 1.1, USB 2.0)

D

X2X link

Assign the plugs as follows (see also the connection instructions on the back of the display):

24V power supply

8

Terminal connections X2X link
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Setting the node number
The display has a dedicated node number switch, which also allows you to define the subscriber address in the
network. If there are several displays in one network (multi-boiler systems), you will need to set a node number,
which is unique to the network, in addition to the IP address.
The node numbers E0 to FF are reserved, and must not be set.
NOTICE! For displays only the address range 00 to DF should be used!

HEX
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

DEZ
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Converting the HEX number at the node number switch to a decimal number:
The value set at node number switch "x16" is multiplied by 16 and added to the value
set at node number switch "x1":
e.g. 12 hex (1 x 16 + 2) = 18 dec
e.g. EA hex (14 x 16 + 10) = 234 dec
Converting a decimal number to a hexadecimal number for setting the node number
switch:
The decimal number is divided by 16 with remainder and set at the node number switch
"x16”; the remainder from the division is set at the "x1" node number switch:
e.g. 33 dec (33 / 16 -> 2 + 1 remainder) = 21 hex (x16 = 2, x1 = 1)
e.g. 180 dec (180/16 -> 11 + 4 remainder) = B4 hex (x16 = B, x1 = 4)
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

Status displays
The following status LEDs are below the node number switches:

LED
Status

Colour

Status

Description

Red

On

Error/reset

Orange

On

Boot / ready mode

User

Green

On/off

LED being operated by the application

X2X

Orange

On

The module is sending data via the X2X interface

CF

Orange

On

Access to the Compact Flash medium

Changing the Compact Flash

❒ Turn the locking lever (1) 90°
❒ Push in the eject button (2) with pin
➥ CF card pops out
❒ After you have inserted the new CF card, secure it with the locking lever

10
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Replacing the battery
❒ Switch off the power supply to the display
❒ Discharge any electrostatic on the housing / earth connection

❒ Remove the battery cover (1) on the top of the display

❒ Carefully remove the battery from the holder by pulling the ribbon attached (2)
❒ Insert the new battery with the correct polarity
➥ Do not touch the battery using pliers or uninsulated tweezers due to the risk of short circuit
➥ Only handle the battery by the faces
➥ When inserting the battery, ensure that the ribbon for removing it again is correctly positioned
❒ Replace the battery cover and switch on the power supply
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

2.1.2 X20 – module layout
The X20 input/output rack is a modular system, consisting of several modules, which in
turn are made up of three components.

A

Bus module

B

Electronic module

C

Terminal block

Assembling the module

Top view

Front view

❒ Slide the bus modules together to make a rack

12
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❒ Position the electronic modules beside the bus module as shown and push in until they engage
❒ Hook the terminal block onto the electronic module

❒ Push the terminal block into the electronic module until it engages
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

Fitting the modules to the top hat rail

Top hat rail lever locked
(module fixed to top hat rail)

Top hat rail lever unlocked
(module can be removed)

❒ Tilt up the top rail lever of all modules in the rack
❒ Place the entire rack on the top hat rail and secure with the individual top hat rail levers

Removing the modules
To remove a module, carry out the steps above in the reverse order:

Remove the terminal block:
❒ Push the locking lever of the terminal block down
❒ Tilt the terminal block down until you can pull it out
Remove the electronic module:
❒ Push down the locking knob and pull the electronic module straight out

14
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

2.1.3 X20 module types
BR9300
This module is the start of the rack. The module supplies the necessary power supply for bus
communication to the SPS via X2X link and the first input/output modules.
NOTICE! The BR9300 may only be used with the BM01 bus module!

LED
r

e

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

Double flashing

LED indicates one of the following operating statuses:
▪ The X2X link supply by the power supply unit is
overloaded
▪ I/O supply too low
▪ Input voltage for X2X link supply too low

e+r
X
I

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

Orange

Off

No communication at X2X link

On

Communication at X2X link OK

Off

X2X link supply OK

On

Power supply unit overloaded (additional supply
modules required)

Red
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

NOTICE! Connection 1-5 does not have to be wired as there is an internal jumper between terminal 1-4 and
terminal 1-5.
The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:

1

16

Wire jumper for supplying the X2X link
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

PS2100
Additional module for the feed at the bus and for input/output modules.

LED
r

e

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

Double flashing

LED indicates one of the following operating statuses:
▪ I/O supply too low
▪ Input voltage for X2X link supply too low

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

For this module, you will need to decide whether it is to be used as an additional supply or as a separate feed
from the rest (e.g. to create interlocking voltages). It is mainly used with the SPS4000 to create interlocking
voltages. These are required, for example, for the emergency stop and drop box cover. To ensure that all
subsequent modules switch off, a BM01 must be used as the bus module.

BM01

Module for interlocking voltages
Distinctive features:

BM11

Module for additional supply
Distinctive features:

▪ Name BM01

▪ Name BM11

▪ No gold contacts at bottom

▪ Gold contacts at bottom

▪ Module colour: light grey

▪ Module colour: dark grey

18
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The image below shows one possible setup:

1

Start of the rack with the BR9300 module. The inputs/outputs are supplied up to point 2.

2

A PS2100 module needs to be inserted here to supply the subsequent inputs/outputs with 24V up to point 3. This
setup could, for example, be a locking unit.

3

A PS2100 module is inserted again here to supply the remaining inputs/outputs with 24V. This setup could, for
example, be another locking unit.
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

BT9100
The BT9100 is a bus transmitter module and is used to seamlessly expand the X20 system. The
stations can be up to 100 metres apart.
NOTICE! The bus transmitter module must only be operated with the BM11 bus module! If the feed for
the internal I/O supply is used, this potential group must not be powered by any other module. An I/O
module with bus module BM01 must be used to separate the potential group.
LED
r

e

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

Double flashing

LED indicates one of the following operating statuses:
▪ I/O supply too low
▪ Input voltage for X2X link supply too low

e+r
X

20

Red illuminated (e) / Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

Orange

Off

No communication at X2X link

On

Communication at X2X link OK
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired without a feed for the internal I/O power supply:

The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired with a feed for the internal I/O power supply:
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

CS1012
Module for use as an M-Bus master. Heat meters approved by Froling can be read out on the M-Bus.

LED
r

e
e+r
S
P

22

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Single Flash

Unlink mode

Double flash

Boot mode (during firmware update)

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

Yellow

Off

None of the slaves send data

On

At least one slave transmits data via the M-Bus

Off

M-Bus supply OK

On

Short circuit / overload on the M-Bus

Red
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M+ 1-1

2-1

M-

M+ 1-2

2-2

M-

M+ 1-3

2-3

M-

M+ 1-4

2-4

M-

M+ 1-5

2-5

M-

M+ 1-6

2-6

M-

CS1012
The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:

NOTICE! The maximum permissible line resistance (longest loop) is 250Ω. The maximum permissible line
capacitance for the entire bus is 500 nF.
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

CS1030
Module for communicating with the frequency converters and for communicating in cascades and
Modbus systems. A X2X link cable is required for custom assembly.
⇨ See "Cascade / Modbus" [page 54]

LED
r

e

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

e+r

Red illuminated (e) / Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

Tx

Yellow

On

The module is sending data via the RS485/RS422 interface

Rx

Yellow

On

The module is receiving data via the RS485/RS422 interface

T

Yellow

On

The terminating resistor integrated in the module is switched on

DATA + (A) 1-1

2-1

DATA - (B)

- 1-2

2-2

-

GND 1-3

2-3

GND

- 1-4

2-4

-

- 1-5

2-5

-

- 1-6

2-6

-

CS1030
24
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

DI2377
Module with two digital counting inputs for measuring the speed.

LED
r

Colour

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Red

Off

No error / no supply to module

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-2

Green

e

Green

Status
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

DI9371
Module with twelve digital inputs. The inputs feature sink wiring and 1 line terminal.

LED
r

Colour

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Red

Off

No error / no supply to module

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-12

Green

e

26

Green

Status

Input status of the corresponding input
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

DO9322
Module with twelve digital outputs. The outputs feature source wiring and 1 line terminal.

LED
r

e

Colour
Green

Red

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

1-12

Green

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

Quick flashes

Warning/error at an output. Level monitoring at digital
outputs has activated.

Incorrect firmware
Output status of the corresponding output

The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
28
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

DO8332
Module with eight outputs. The outputs feature source wiring and 1 wire technology. Maximum rated
output current 2A

LED
r

e

30

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Single Flash

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

Single Flash

Warning/error of an I/O channel. Level monitoring at
digital outputs has activated.

Double flash

I/O supply too low

e+r

Red on / green single flash

Incorrect firmware

1-8

Orange

Output status of corresponding digital output
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

DO6639
Module with six relay outputs (230 VAC / 2 A). The outputs are normally open and isolated as single
channels.

LED
r

e

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Single Flash

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

e+r

Red on / green single flash

Incorrect firmware

1-6

Orange

Output status of corresponding digital output

The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
32
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Electric components and wiring
SPS

DO2633
The module has 2 Triac outputs (2x phase control), 2/3 line terminal. The power supply (L and N) are
fed directly to the module.
NOTICE! This module must only be used with a BM32 bus module.

LED
r

e

34

Colour
Green

Red

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

1-2

Orange

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

Quick flashes

Zero-crossing signal has failed (no input/output
voltage or input/output voltage too low)

Incorrect firmware
Control status of corresponding digital output
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired in two-wire technique:

The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired in three-wire technique:
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AI4622
Module with four analogue inputs.

LED
r

e
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Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-4

Green

Off

Value = 0

On

Value ≠ 0
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2

The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
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AI4222
Module with four analogue inputs.

LED
r

e
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Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-4

Green

Off

Broken cable or sensor unplugged

Flashing

Overflow or underflow of input signal

On

Analogue-digital converter works; value is OK
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
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AO4622
Module with four analogue outputs.

LED
r

e

40

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

e+r

Red illuminated (e)
Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-4

Orange

Off

Value = 0

On

Value ≠ 0
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
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AO2622
Module with two analogue outputs.

LED
r

e
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Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Double flash

Modbus BOOT (during firmware update)

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

e+r

Red illuminated (e) / Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-2

Orange

Off

Value = 0

On

Value ≠ 0
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:
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AT6402
Module with six temperature inputs for thermocouples (e.g. flue gas temperature sensor, combustion
chamber sensor).

LED
r

e

44

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

Single Flash

Warning/error of an I/O channel. Overflow or
underflow of analogue inputs

e+r

Red illuminated (e) / Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-6

Green

Off

The input is switched off

Flashing

Overflow/underflow or broken cable of input signal

On

Value is OK
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For type K thermocouples, the following applies: Plus (+) = green, minus (-) = white
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AT4222
Module with four temperature inputs for the measurement of PT100 and PT1000 sensors (e.g. boiler
temperature sensor, store sensor,...).

LED
r

e

46

Colour
Green

Red

Status

Description

Off

Not in operation (no power supply)

Quick flashes

Reset mode

Flashing

Preoperative mode

On

Module in operation

Off

No error / no supply to module

On

Error or reset status

Single Flash

Warning/error of an I/O channel. Overflow or
underflow of analogue inputs

e+r

Red illuminated (e) / Green flashing (r)

Incorrect firmware

1-4

Green

Off

The input is switched off

Flashing

Overflow/underflow or broken cable of input signal

On

Value is OK
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The connection diagram below shows how the module is wired:

The left-hand side shows the connection of a 3-wire sensor. On the right-hand side, the connection of a 2-wire
sensor is shown according to the 3-wire principle. In this case, the second and third terminals (both minus
poles) are connected (bridged) directly on the field terminal.
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2.2 Sensor characteristic line PT100
The table below shows the resistance [Ω] of the temperature sensor at a certain temperature. The temperature
in a table cell is determined by the start temperature of the line plus the value of the column:
+

48

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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2

2.3 Sensor characteristic line type K
The table below shows the thermoelectric voltage [mV] of the temperature sensor at the specified temperature
difference. The temperature in a table cell is determined by the start temperature of the line plus the value of the
column:
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Electric components and wiring
Sensor characteristic line type K
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2.4 Frequency converter
The frequency converters are connected to the SPS via ModBus. All signals, setpoints and error messages run
via this connection. Below is a description of how the input elements of the frequency converter basically work.

2.4.1 Operating elements

Key

Name
Escape

Description
Go back one step in the program menu. Cancel changes to a
parameter value and exit program mode

Select button

Go forward one step in the program menu. Select a digit when a
parameter value is displayed

Up arrow

Scroll down through groups and parameters. Increase/reduce the
value of a flashing digit

Down arrow
Enter
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Go forward one step in the program menu. Save a change to a
parameter value
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2.4.2 Changing parameters
Step

Key

Description

1

Connecting the power supply

2

3x escape until “0.0” appears in the display

3

The group menu letter flashes when you press the Enter button

4

Press the arrow buttons to select the relevant group menu (d,P,t,C,A)
or

5

Enter the previously selected group menu. The digit on the right flashes and can be
changed

6

Pressing the Sel button allows you to change the second digit from the right

7

Press the Enter button to see the value of the parameter, or press it again to change
the value

8

Reduce/increase the value.
or

52

TIP: Pressing the Sel button allows you to change the tens column, pressing it again
allows you to change the hundreds column

9

Confirm the set value by pressing Enter

10

Press Escape several times to exit the program menu
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Completing the parameter settings
After setting the parameters, you must restart the frequency converter to apply the new settings.

NOTICE
Malfunctions after setting parameters!

If the frequency converter becomes inoperable after setting the required parameters:
❒ Perform a factory reset
❒ Set the parameters again
➥ The Start, Back and Stop buttons and the potentiometer usually have no function after
the frequency converter has been programmed.

You can restore the factory settings by setting parameter P 112 to 1. The parameter then automatically returns
to the value 0 and the frequency converter displays the message "F048".
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2.5 Cascade / Modbus
The CS1030 communication module must be used for cabling in a cascade or for integration into a ModBus
system.
⇨ See "CS1030" [page 24]
In addition, the following wiring diagrams and connection instructions must be observed.

Wiring the cascade
When wiring the cascade, make sure that the terminating resistor is activated for the communication module on
the master boiler and the last slave boiler.

Terminating
resistor
ON

54

7

Terminating
resistor
OFF

U H
7[ 5[
7

Terminating
resistor
OFF

Slave 3

;&6

7

U H
7[ 5[

Slave 2

;&6

U H
7[ 5[

Slave 1

;&6

;&6

Master

U H
7[ 5[
7

Terminating
resistor
ON
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Wiring the modbus
If the system is integrated into an existing ModBus system, it must be ensured that the terminating resistor is
activated on the communication module of the first user. In addition, a terminating resistor must be ensured by
the higher-level system.

U H
7[ 5[

U H
7[ 5[

U H
7[ 5[

7

7

;&6

#n

;&6

#2

;&6

#1

7

Superordinate
Modbus system
(Terminating resistor 120
Ohm)
Data (B)

Terminating
resistor ON

Terminating
resistor OFF
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Terminating
resistor OFF

GND

Data +
(A)

Terminating
resistor ON
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2.5.1 Terminating resistor at communication module
For the integration in a cascade or a superordinate Modbus system, the terminating resistors on the first and
last distributors must be activated. On all other communication modules, the terminating resistor must be
deactivated. The switch position is located underneath the communication module CS 1030.

Switch for terminating resistor

On

Off

2.6 M-bus
The CS1012 communication module must be used for cabling the M-bus (meter bus).
⇨ See "CS1012" [page 22]

;&6

A maximum of three heat meters can be evaluated on the SPS 4000. There are no specific limitations for
cabling the M-bus. User can be connected in either a star or line structure.

56

U H
6 3
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3 Overview of the basic functions
3.1 Touch display

A

Shows date and time. Tapping the date or time opens the dialogue for modification.

B

The USB icon displays the status of the USB connection.
▪ Icon grey: USB storage media is not plugged in
▪ Icon white: USB storage media is plugged in; active recording is displayed below the icon
Tapping the icon opens the menu for USB recording.
⇨ See "USB recording" [page 142]

C

The network icon displays the status of the network connection.
▪ Icon grey: Network is not available or network cable is not plugged in
▪ Icon white: Network cable is plugged in
Tapping the icon opens the network settings.
⇨ See "Network" [page 134]

D

Display of current user level. Tapping the text opens the dialogue for switching the user level.
⇨ See "Switching user level" [page 89]

E

Image of set boiler type

F

System menu icon for opening the system settings. All parameters can be displayed/edited depending on the
user level

G

Quick menu icon for viewing the available quick functions

H

Info menu icon for viewing all system information

I

Mode icon for switching the boiler on/off

J

Mode display

K

Operating status display
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3.2 Control icons
Cancel icon
Discards any values entered without saving and closes messages.

Confirm icon
Confirms any values entered and activates parameters.

Home icon
Tapping the Home icon takes you back to the basic display from any menu.

Info menu icon
To access all system information. The information is ordered in a circular buffer. The right and left arrows are
used to switch between the individual pages.

Quick menu icon
Opens the quick menu. Various functions are available depending on the user level, system configuration
and current status.

Pen icon
If a parameter has the pen symbol beside it, it means that the parameter can be adjusted. If you open the
parameter, either the numeric keypad or a list box for changing the value of the parameter will appear.

System menu icon
Opens the system settings. Depending on the operating level and system configuration, the various menu
items available are organised in a circular buffer which can be navigated using the right and left arrow.

Back icon
Takes you back up one menu level of the system menu. Can be used to return to the basic display.

58
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4 Initial startup
4.1 Before switching on for the first time
NOTICE
You should have the initial startup carried out by the authorised heating engineer from Froling
customer services.

❒ Check that there are no foreign bodies in the control cabinet (pieces of wire, washers, screws etc.)
❒ Performing wiring check:
Check for loose, non-insulated wires that can cause a short circuit
❒ Check the pin assignment of pumps, mixers and other units that are NOT pre-assembled by Froling
❒ Check that there is adequate nominal current at the system's main fuse
❒ Check all motor protection switches for correctly set nominal current of the units
❒ Before switching on by the main switch for the first time, check power supply line for correct voltage

4.2 Switching on for the first time

❒ Turn on the main switch
➥ There is voltage at all of the boiler's components
➥ After the system start of the controller, the boiler type is set to the default “Turbomat TM 150” and the
SPS hardware is not configured
❒ Before setting the boiler type, perform a software update and start the hardware detection
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4.3 Changing the language

❒ Tap the quick select icon on the start screen

❒ Use the left and right arrows to navigate to the language icon
❒ Open the language selection by tapping the language icon

❒ Open the drop down menu by tapping the arrow icon
❒ Select the relevant language and confirm by tapping the confirm icon
60
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4.4 Performing a software update
Requirements for a software update:
▪ Froling-approved USB stick (max. 2GB!)
▪ Update .zip file
❒ Open the update file (.zip file) saved on the computer
➥ Zip file contains a folder, an .xml file and the version information as a .txt file

❒ Plug the USB stick into the computer
➥ The USB stick does not have to be empty, but there must not be any other update on it!
❒ Highlight all of the files from the .zip file, hold down the mouse button and drag them onto the USB stick
➥ The files will be unzipped automatically during the transfer
➥ This method works both with the compressor integrated in Windows and all others, for example: WinZip,
7zip, WinRAR, etc.
❒ Connect the USB stick with the update information to the USB interface of the SPS
❒ Go to the “Software” menu

System menu

SPS

Software

❒ Tap the update icon to start the procedure
➥ The controller will now restart several times
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❒ Following the update, check the software version on the “System” tab in the info menu

4.5 Perform hardware detection manually
Automatic hardware detection is performed after a software update or a cold start of the SPS 4000. In case of
an error or to perform a check, this procedure can also be done manually. The detection is carried out in four
steps; please note the order below.

Information about hardware detection
▪ The hardware detection does not affect the I/O configuration
▪ If additional cards are added on the right of the rack, no changes to the I/O configuration are required
▪ If additional cards are inserted before the last card (e.g. due to the interlocking voltage), the I/O
configuration needs to be adjusted
NOTICE! The following steps are only possible in "Service" user level.
❒ From the start screen, go to the "Reload hardware" menu

System menu

SPS

Hardware

In the "Reload hardware" menu, follow the order below. Each time you successfully perform an action, a tick
will appear beside the symbol.
❒ Tap
➥ Current configuration is deleted
❒ Tap
➥ Bus searched to detect cards present
❒ Tap
➥ Configuration file is generated from the components found. The process can take a moment depending
on the hardware installed.
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❒ Tap

4

to finish

➥ Configuration file is written to the system directory and the SPS restarts
❒ After the SPS has restarted, open the "Hardware list" menu from the start screen and check that the
list of components found is correct.
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4.6 Configuring the boiler
Once you have successfully updated the software and completed the hardware configuration, you need to set
the boiler type and boiler-specific parameters:

4.6.1 Setting the boiler type
To set the boiler type, go to the corresponding “Boiler type" menu:

System menu

System
configuration

Boiler type

❒ Open the "Boiler type" parameter
❒ In the setting dialogue, first select the boiler type (Turbomat, Lambdamat) and then the respective output
❒ Confirm the settings when you exit the setting dialogue

64
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4.6.2 Setting the boiler-specific parameters
After you have set the correct boiler type, you need to set the boiler-specific parameters

System menu

System
configuration

Boiler

❒ The available parameters will be displayed according to the boiler type
➥ Some of the parameters will already be specified from setting the boiler type and cannot, therefore, be
changed

List of possible parameters
Ash removal combustion chamber installed?

Number of ash screws for joint ash removal
Specifies how many ash screws are used in joint ash
removal.

Specifies if an ash screw is
installed in the combustion
chamber below the
combustion grate.

Ash removal heat exchanger installed?

Specifies if the heat
exchanger has controlled
ash removal.

Ash removal combustion chamber active with ash removal
heat exchanger?
Specifies if the ash removal
line section of the
combustion chamber is
activated together with the
ash removal from the heat
exchanger for joint ash
removal.

FGR installed?

Specifies if flue gas
recirculation (FGR) is used.

Secondary FGR installed?
Caution: Not possible with TM 150-250!
If this parameter is set to “No”, then the FGR blower will be
activated by the primary air. If this parameter is activated
when using a boiler that does not feature FGR secondary
air, then problems may occur with controlling the FGR
blower, which in turn will cause further problems in the air
channels. It is therefore very important that this parameter
is set correctly.

Controlled boiler loading pumps
Specifies the number of SPS-controlled boiler loading
pumps. Up to two pumps can be controlled. If the boiler
loading pump is controlled by an external controller, set
the parameter to “0”.

Joint ash removal installed?
Specifies if there is a joint ash line section for multiple
boilers. If the parameter is set to “Yes”, joint ash removal
with ash removal for the boiler is activated.
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Number of secondary air flaps
Number of tertiary air flaps

Specifies which grate design
is installed in the boiler and
how the grate is operated.
For boilers with retort
combustion, set the
parameter to “Non-moving
grate”.

Heat exchanger cleaning WOS

Only used as an indicator and depends on boiler type and
output.

Control of combustion air fan
Control of FGR fan
Defines the control type of the relevant components. In
addition to the control types with speed control (frequency
converter, phase angle, 0 – 10 V), the fan can simply be
switched on and off (relay output).

Temperature sensor for combustion chamber ash screw
installed?
Only for Turbomat type
boilers!
Specifies if an automatic
cleaning system is used in
the heat exchanger (WOS).

Compressed air cleaner WOS

Specifies if a temperature sensor is used in the
combustion chamber in the area of the ash screw.

Fan blade cleaner installed?
Specifies if the blower wheel is cleaned with compressed
air.

Casing cooling installed?
Specifies if casing cooling is installed on the boiler.

Slide-on duct cooling installed?
Specifies if the slide-on duct of the boiler is cooled.
Only for Lambdamat type
boilers!
Specifies if a compressed
air cleaner is installed on the
boiler.

66

Can “Shut down for cleaning” be activated?
If the “Shut down for cleaning” function is supported for
this boiler, the option to activate is allowed.
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4.7 Configure fuel feed

System menu

System
configuration

Fuel
feed

The chamber discharge system and the type of fuel feed into the boiler must be set for the fuel feed.

4.7.1 Chamber discharge system

System menu

System
configuration

Fuel
feed

Chamber
discharge system

The following chamber discharge systems are available:
Standard rotary agitator, pellet screw

Separately powered rotary agitator

Sliding floor / Sliding floor, controlled
externally1)

Oblique screw / Oblique screw,
controlled externally1)

Horizontal screw / Horizontal screw,
controlled externally1)

Suction system
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Sliding floor with interchangeable
container
As for the sliding floor, the control is in
a fuel store. However, to activate the
chamber discharge system, a release
contract on the removable container is
also required.

Chamber discharge system, controlled externally1)with/without container level
Use with chamber discharge systems without setting the exact type. Request is
made via a switch contact on the SPS.
There are two options for requesting the chamber discharge system:
▪ without container level: The discharge system is activated together with the
boiler fuel infeed
▪ with container level: The discharge system is activated via the fill level
recognition in the boiler fuel infeed (material transport)

1. Controlled externally means that the chamber discharge system is controlled by an external control system (e.g. by a master boiler for cascade systems).

4.7.2 Fuel feed: general information

System menu

System
configuration

Fuel
feed

Fuel
feed

Stoker type
Defines the type of fuel loading into the boiler.
Screw

Hydraulic

Discharge type
Specifies how the fuel is transported from the chamber discharge system to the boiler stoker.
Screw

68

Raking chain / conveyor belt

Hydraulic conveyor
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Number of feed screws
Specifies the number of feed screws from the burn back protection system of the stoker to the chamber
discharge system; a screw in the fuel store is included in the count, no matter if it operates separately or
together with a rotary agitator.

Fill level at stoker
Activated if fill level recognition is used at the transfer position. In this case, the feed screw is not activated
together with the stoker screw, but instead, via the level control.

Hoppers installed
Specifies if a hopper is used in the feed system to the boiler.
Hopper

Burn back protection system
Back burn slide valve / cross feeder

Burn back flap

Coupled rotary valve

Separate rotary valve

Rotary valve, coupled + separate

2x separate rotary valve

C
C
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Determine maximum fuel feed-in above grate differential pressure
Prerequisite: The required differential pressure transmitter must be installed on the boiler!
Activates the calculation of the fuel infeed quantity by evaluating the differential pressure above the combustion
grate.

4.8 Configure hydraulic system
Each component in the hydraulic system must be assigned to a distributor. In addition to the boiler distributor,
which is always present, up to four other distributors can be configured.

Step 1 - Define the components of the hydraulic system

System menu

System
configuration

Hydraulic
system

The hydraulic components present are defined in the “Hydraulic system” menu. The following components are
available:
▪ Other distributors (in addition to boiler distributor, max. 4)
▪ Heating circuits (max. 8)
▪ DHW tank (max. 4)
▪ Storage tank (max. 5)
▪ Feeder pumps (max. 4)

Step 2 – Assign components to a distributor

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits &
system

The defined heating circuits, DHW tanks and storage tanks must be assigned to the boiler or a distributor. Only
those components defined in the “Hydraulic system” menu are displayed in the submenus.
❒ In the “Heating circuits & system”, navigate to the respective submenu
❒ Navigate to the desired components in the submenu and set the distributor that supplies the components
Feeder pumps must be set in the respective menu (System menu => Heating circuits & system =>
Feeder pumps).
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4.8.1 Sample configuration
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Procedure for configuring the sample hydraulic system
In the “System menu” => “System configuration” => “Hydraulic system”:
❒ Number of additional distributors: 4
❒ Number of storage tanks: 4
❒ Number of heating circuits: 8
❒ Number of DHW tanks: 4
❒ Number of feeder pumps: 1
In the “System menu” => “System configuration” => “Heating circuits & system” => “Storage tank”:
❒ Storage tank 1 associated with: Boiler
❒ Storage tank 2 associated with: Distributor 1
❒ Storage tank 3 associated with: Distributor 2
❒ Storage tank 4 associated with: Distributor 4
In the “System menu” => “System configuration” => “Heating circuits & system” => “Heating circuits”:
❒ Heating circuit 1 / Heating circuit 2 associated with: Distributor 1
❒ Heating circuit 3 / Heating circuit 4 associated with: Distributor 2
❒ Heating circuit 5 / Heating circuit 6 associated with: Distributor 3
❒ Heating circuit 7 / Heating circuit 8 associated with: Distributor 4
In the “System menu” => “System configuration” => “Heating circuits & system” => “DHW tank”:
❒ DHW tank 1 associated with: Distributor 1
❒ DHW tank 2 associated with: Distributor 1
❒ DHW tank 3 associated with: Distributor 2
❒ DHW tank 4 associated with: Distributor 3
In the “System menu” => “Heating circuits & system” => “Feeder pumps” => ‘Feeder pump 1’, activate the
following options:
❒ Active with heating circuit 2
❒ Active with DHW tank 2
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4.9 Configure additional system options
4.9.1 Backup boiler

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Backup boiler

Number of backup boilers

Emergency burner installed

Specifies how many other boilers can be controlled by this
boiler (biomass boiler, oil boiler etc.). The backup boilers
receive a power/boiler temperature specification from the
main boiler.

Defines if the optional emergency burner is used on the
boiler.

4.9.2 Cascade

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Cascade

Cascade function
Specifies if the boiler operates in a cascade and defines
the role in the cascade. A cascade consists of a master
and up to three slave systems.

4.9.3 Flue gas treatment

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Flue gas
treatment

Multicyclone installed

Flue gas heat exchanger installed

Specifies if a multicyclone is integrated into the flue gas
line.

Specifies if a flue gas heat exchanger is used with regard
to using the energy in the flue gas.

Filter type

Spark trap installed

Specifies if a filter is used and defines the design of the
filter.

Specifies if spark trap is used.
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4.10 I/O configuration
During the I/O configuration the parameters for inputs and outputs are assigned to the ports of the I/O cards in
the SPS rack. Please refer to the section entitled “Electrical connection and wiring" for instructions on how to
connect and a description of the different card types.
⇨ See "X20 module types" [page 15]
❒ Go to the menu for inputs and outputs
➥ Start screen -> System menu -> System configuration -> Inputs and outputs
❒ Open the relevant submenu (analogue, digital, etc.)
Example - analogue inputs:
1. Node number (4)
2. IO mode (auto)
3. Current value (0.0)

❒ Tap the relevant parameter to change it
➥ The configuration window will open
Configuration - digital input
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Setting value
Node number

Description
Setting range: 0-255 (“0” and “255” = not configured)
The node number defines the socket and terminal of the same card type. The cards
should not be positioned beside each other in the rack, but should be separated by any
number of different card types.
Example 1: 3x DI cards in sockets 3, 7 and 9
The first DI card (DI9371, 12 channels) has node numbers 1-12, the second 13-24 and
the third 25-36.
The highest node number of the same card type is therefore:

Number of modules x channel number
Example 2: Node number 11 at PT100 temperature inputs
PT100 temperature input card (AT4222, 4 channels). Node number 11 therefore refers to
terminal 3 of the third AT4222 card (4+4+3 = 11).
Socket number

Card socket in the rack from left to right, beginning with a BR9300 module at socket
number 1

Module clamping position

Defines the channel of the respective card. Please refer to the technical description for
the number of channels, counting method and connection.
⇨ See "X20 module types" [page 15]

IO type

Only displayed for digital inputs!
Switch contact selection

IO mode

Operating mode with digital inputs:
Return value to the software
Auto: the current value is read in
Off: The current value is ignored and “OFF” is read in
On: The current value is ignored and “ON” is read in
Test: for test purposes
Operating mode with digital outputs:
Output value of software at output
Auto: The value calculated by the software value is issued
Off: The output is switched off independently of the software
On: The output is switched on independently of the software
Test: for test purposes (e.g. ON-OFF-ON-OFF... at 0.5s intervals)
Operating mode with analogue inputs and outputs and at temperatures:
No function as yet, set value to "Auto"

General information
1. Node numbers
When the node number is set, the socket number and the module clamping position are automatically filled
in. Conversely, the node number is also calculated automatically.
2. Counter inputs and phase angle
The speed of the units controlled by the phase angle modules is monitored by the counter inputs of the
same name.
3. Duplicate assignment
Duplicate assignment of the outputs is not permitted!
Duplicate assignment of inputs is possible and required on a case-by-case basis.
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4.10.1 I/O configuration according to circuit diagram
The system-specific circuit diagram which has been used for wiring the system components is stored in the
control cabinet of the boiler. All the necessary information for the configuration of the individual inputs and
outputs of the SPS 4000 are shown in the circuit diagram.
Example: Digital output for boiler loading pump
❒ Go to the menu for digital outputs
➥ Start screen ➾ System menu ➾ System ➾ Inputs and outputs ➾ Digital outputs
❒ Tap the “Boiler loading pump” parameter to change it
➥ The configuration window will open

❒ In the circuit diagram, scroll to the overview of the digital outputs

❒ In the function text column, search for the row with “Boiler loading pump”
❒ Set the nodal point in the SPS from the row
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4.11 Setting the parameters of the frequency converter
The following parameters need to be changed on initial startup to ensure that the frequency converters on the
bus start up properly:
Parameter

Name

Factory setting

ID Fan

FGR

CAF1)

C 303

Node address

100

101

102

103

P 106

Start source

0

5

5

5 2)

2)

2)

1. CAF = combustion air fan
2. Parameter value "5" = ModBus RS485

4.12 Finishing configuration
Setting customer-specific parameters
❒ Set the parameters for heating times, storage tank loading times and DHW tank loading times
❒ Set the operating mode, times and temperatures for any standby boilers that may be connected

Performing the functional inspection
❒ Check that all drives and servo-motors are working properly and rotating in the direction indicated on the
circuit diagram
❒ Check that the contact switches on doors and ash containers as well as all safety equipment are working
properly

Before heating up for the first time
❒ Check the system pressure of the heating system
❒ Check that the heating system is fully ventilated
❒ Check that the safety devices are present and working correctly
❒ Check that there is sufficient ventilation in the boiler room
❒ Check the seal of the boiler
➥ All doors and inspection openings must be tightly sealed

4.13 Performing the first start / Checking the settings
Step 1 – Set fuel
❒ Assess the fuel in the fuel store and, if necessary, use a measuring device to check moisture
❒ Load the respective, specified values for material
➥ System configuration => Specification values => Fuel specifications

Step 2 – Fill discharge system with fuel
❒ Start manual operation function “Fuel to combustion chamber manually”
➥ Discharge system starts and transports fuel to boiler
❒ Open the gravity shaft cover at the stoker screw briefly at regular intervals
➥ The discharge stops and the manual operation function is deactivated
➥ If fuel is visible on the edge of the ejection area in the gravity shaft, the discharge screw(s) is (are)
completely filled with fuel
➥ If no fuel is visible, the manual operation function must be restarted
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Step 3 – Start the boiler / Check parameter settings
❒ Switch the boiler on by tapping “Boiler ON”
➥ If a request is pending, the boiler starts and runs through the following operating statuses up to the
heating status:
- Preparation
- Fill stoker
- Heating up
- Pre-heating
- Ignition
- Heating
NOTICE! These items must be observed for the following steps: Combustion chamber door is only permitted to
be open for a maximum of 30 seconds! If this time period is exceeded, the boiler shuts down!
❒ When switching from “Fill stoker” operating status to “Heating up” operating status, open the combustion
chamber door
➥ When fuel enters the stoker duct in the combustion chamber, it must be visible on the feed plate
➥ If material is not visible => Increase the time in the parameter “Stoker filling time”
➥ If material is already on the grate => Decrease the time in the parameter “Stoker filling time”
➥ Path to the parameter: System menu => Fuel feed => Stoker
❒ When switching from “Heating up” operating status to “Ignition” operating status, open the combustion
chamber door
➥ To ensure that the material ignites successfully, fuel must be at the igniter tube
➥ If the amount of fuel does not reach the igniter tube => Increase the time in the parameter “Infeed
time without ignition”
➥ Path to the parameter: System menu => Boiler => Ignition

Step 4 – Check fuel feed during heating operation
❒ Wait until the boiler has reached the operating status “Heating”
❒ Open the combustion chamber door briefly at regular intervals and evaluate the fuel on the combustion
grate
➥ Only ashes should be visible on the last quarter of the combustion grate
➥ If embers or unburned fuel are located in this area or if embers or pieces of fuel are transported up to the
ash screw, the maximum feed of the boiler is set too high => Decrease the value (in percent) at the
parameter “Maximum infeed”
➥ Path to the parameter: System menu => Fuel feed => Feed screws / feeder
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5 Operation
5.1 Switching the boiler on/off

BOILER ON
Boiler is switched on. The boiler system is controlled according to the programs and times set.

BOILER OFF
The SPS shuts down the boiler according to procedure. After the shut down procedure, the boiler switches to
“Boiler off" status (switched off - off). The SPS controls the connected heating system. All parts of the boiler are
deactivated. The chamber discharge system remains active!

5.2 Navigation within the system menu

The system menu shows the menu items available depending on the user level and the system configuration.
Tap the icon to open the corresponding menu item. The system menu is structured in a circular buffer, which
can be navigated using the right and left arrows.
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5.2.1 Navigating within submenus

After you open a menu item, the corresponding status display with current values will appear. If, for example,
several heating circuits are installed, you can use the right and left arrows to navigate to the desired heating
circuit. You can open any other menu items available in the same way.

The individual menus are divided into tabs for quicker navigation.
❒ Tap on the desired tab
➥ The list of parameters for the selected area will appear
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The parameter list shows three parameters. The up and down arrows can be used to scroll through longer lists
of parameters. If you have reached the start or end of the parameter list, the relevant arrow symbol will become
inactive.

5.3 Displaying/changing parameters
It is only possible to view or edit parameter details if there is a pen icon beside the parameter value:

❒ Tap the relevant parameter
➥ The detailed view of the parameter will open
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A

Parameter name

B

Displays the changed value

C

Current parameter value setting. Parameter is reset to this value if you cancel the entry

D

Specified values for quick selection of standard, minimum and maximum (equals the setting range for the
parameter)

5.3.1 Displaying parameter info

❒ Tap the Info icon in the parameter view
➥ The info view opens
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The info view shows a description of the parameter in continuous text. You can use the up and down arrows to
scroll through long descriptions.

5.3.2 Changing the parameter value
There are different ways of entering values depending on the type of parameter (increase/reduce value, keypad
entry, list box). In each case, you need to tap the confirm icon to save the entry.

Increasing/reducing the value

❒ Change the parameter value using the up and down arrows
➥ The changed value appears in the display field
❒ You can also tap “Minimum", “Default" or “Maximum" to set to the respective value displayed below
❒ Tap the confirm icon to save the set value
➥ The parameter value is saved and the setting dialogue closes
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Entering a value
If a numeric keypad icon appears beside the parameter value in the display field, you can enter the value
directly:

❒ Tap the numeric keypad icon
➥ The Enter values window for parameters will appear

❒ Type in the relevant value on the numeric keypad
❒ Confirm your entry by tapping the confirm icon
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5.4 Quick menu

The quick menu shows the quick functions available depending on the user level and the system configuration.
Tapping the icon starts the function or automatically takes you to the relevant position in the system menu. The
quick menu is structured in a circular buffer, which can be navigated using the right and left arrows.

5.5 Activating manual operation
No matter where you are in the menu, you can open the “Manual switch” menu from the bottom menu bar. The
number of available manual functions depends on the configuration of the system, the current user level and the
current boiler status.

❒ Open the "Manual switch" menu
❒ Navigate to the relevant function using the up and down arrows
❒ Activate the unit by tapping "Manual"
➥ The unit will be regulated to the value specification set in the respective menu
➥ The function will remain active until the process is ended by tapping "Auto" or the Manual switch menu is
closed
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5.6 Setting the date and time

❒ Tap the date and time area on the start screen
➥ The menu for setting the date and time will appear

❒ Tap the relevant value to change it

❒ Enter the new value using the numeric keypad
❒ Save the change by tapping the confirm icon
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5.7 Setting times
The desired time window for the component can be set in the "Times" tab in the individual menus of the heating
components (e.g. heating circuit). The structure of the time menu and the procedure for changing the times are
always the same.

❒ Use the left or right arrow to navigate to the desired day of the week
❒ Tap the relevant time window from a maximum of four
➥ The edit window will appear

❒ Set the start and end time for the time window using the up and down arrows
➥ The hours and minutes are set separately for each time
❒ Apply the set time window by tapping the confirm icon
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5.7.1 Applying the time setting for several days
The heating times set for a certain day can be applied to other days:

❒ Use the left or right arrow to navigate to the day of the week with the desired heating times
❒ Tap the icon beside the heating times
➥ The "Transfer program" menu will appear

❒ Select the relevant days of the week that you want the heating times to apply to
❒ Tap the confirm icon to transfer the times to the selected days and close the menu
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5.8 Switching user level

❒ Tap the quick select icon on the start screen

❒ Use the left and right arrows to navigate to the User level icon
❒ Open the input field for the user code by tapping the User level icon

❒ Enter the user code using the numeric keypad and confirm by tapping the confirm icon
➥ The functions in the selected user level are available
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6 Menus and parameters
6.1 Heating circuits & system
6.1.1 Backup boiler / Swivel burner
Backup boiler – Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Backup boiler

Backup boiler 1 name
Freely definable name of backup boiler. Maximum 32
characters.

Backup boiler 2 operating mode

Release backup boiler 2 depending on storage tank
minimum
Release backup boiler 1 from minimum storage tank
temperature.

Backup boiler 2 starts at top storage tank temp. min. plus

Operating mode of backup boiler

Backup boiler 2 minimum runtime
The minimum length of time backup boiler 1 remains
active after being switched on. Even if the criteria for
switching off the backup boiler are met within this time, it
stays on.

Defines the deviation of the actual storage tank top
temperature from the minimum storage tank top
temperature, from which the backup boiler is switched on
after the backup boiler startup delay time. If this parameter
is set to 0, this function is disabled.

Backup boiler 1 operating mode
If the top storage tank reaches this temperature, backup
boiler 1 starts immediately.

Use startup delay?
Use startup delay for backup boiler 1?

Backup boiler depending on storage tank load

Backup boiler 2 startup delay
Backup boiler startup delay in minutes. If one of the startup
criteria is met for this length of time, the backup boiler will
be switched on.

Disable startup delay in case of fault?
Disable backup boiler 1 startup delay if fault present?

Specifies whether the backup boiler should be requested
depending on the current storage tank load

0% demand during storage tank loading
Value at which 0% demand is transmitted to the backup
boiler

100% demand during storage tank loading

Disable startup delay if boiler off?
Disable backup boiler 1 startup delay if boiler switched off?

Value at which 100% demand is communicated to the
backup boiler

Release backup boiler 2 at OFF

Release at % demand

This parameter stipulates whether it should be possible to
release the backup boiler while the boiler is switched off.

Lower limit of the demand at which the backup boiler is
released. If this value is reached, the backup boiler
remains active until demand returns to 0% or the minimum
time elapses.

Release backup boiler 2 if fault
Specifies whether the backup boiler should be activated if
there is a fault in the main boiler. If the main boiler has
been shut down following a fault and the backup boiler
release is also deactivated when OFF, the backup boiler
will be activated nonetheless if this parameter is enabled.
90

Backup boiler release depending on boiler temperature
Specifies whether the backup boiler should be activated
when the boiler temperature in the main boiler is too low.
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Backup boiler starts up when boiler setpoint minus

Backup boiler switch-off hysteresis

Defines the deviation of the actual boiler temperature from
the boiler temperature setpoint from which the backup
boiler switches on after the backup boiler startup delay
time has elapsed. If this parameter is set to 0, this function
is disabled.

Backup boiler switch-off hysteresis for switch thresholds

Backup boiler depending on heating circuit
Specifies whether the backup boiler should be activated
according to the current heating circuit statuses

Backup boiler starts up when heating circuit setpoint minus

Loading pump starts up when top storage tank +
The loading pump of the backup boiler starts when the
boiler temperature is so much higher than the top storage
tank temperature.

Minimum temperature
Minimum boiler temperature of backup boiler for release of
loading pump.

Defines the deviation of the actual heating circuit
temperature from the heating circuit temperature setpoint,
from which the backup boiler is switched on after the
backup boiler startup delay time. If this parameter is set to
0, this function is disabled.

Backup boiler boiler setpoint plus
Defines the deviation of the actual boiler temperature from
the boiler temperature setpoint from which the backup
boiler switches on after the backup boiler startup delay
time has elapsed. If this parameter is set to 0, this function
is disabled.

Swivel burner – Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Backup boiler

Release swivel burner depending on storage tank
minimum
Specifies whether the release of the oil burner should take
place depending on the minimum storage tank
temperature.

Swivel burner starts at top storage tank minimum +/If the top storage tank temperature falls below the
minimum storage tank temperature plus this value, the oil
burner is started.

Swivel burner starts up immediately when top storage tank
If the top storage tank temperature falls below this value,
the oil burner is immediately started.

Release swivel burner depending on storage tank load
Specifies whether the release of the oil burner should take
place depending on the current storage tank load.

Swivel burner: 0% demand during storage tank loading
Storage tank charge at which the oil burner is requested
with 0%.
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Swivel burner: 100% demand during storage tank loading
Storage tank charge at which the oil burner is requested
with 100%.

Release swivel burner depending on boiler
Specifies whether the release of the oil burner should take
place depending on the current boiler temperature.

Swivel burner: Release 1 at % demand
Demand in percent, from which the first stage of the oil
burner is activated.

Swivel burner: Release 2 at % demand
Demand in percent, from which the second stage of the oil
burner is activated.

Release stage 2 startup delay
Startup delay for the second stage of the oil burner in
minutes. If the startup criteria is fulfilled for this duration,
the second stage of the oil burner is activated.
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6.1.2 Cascade
Cascade - Temperatures

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Cascade

0% power demand stage 1 during power requirement

0% power demand stage 3 during power requirement

0% power demand stage 1 during power requirement.

0% power demand stage 3 during power requirement.

100% power demand stage 1 during power requirement

100% power demand stage 3 during power requirement

100% power demand stage 1 during power requirement.

100% power demand stage 3 during power requirement.

0% power demand stage 2 during power requirement

Quick start if store discharge is greater than [%/10min]

0% power demand stage 2 during power requirement.

Quick start if the storage tank empties by more than this
value within 10 minutes.

100% power demand stage 2 during power requirement
100% power demand stage 2 during power requirement.

Power demand in cascade mode
The following graphic shows the start behaviour of the
boiler in a cascade depending on the set parameter:
Power demand of
the individual stages
100%

Power demand stage 1

Power demand stage 2
Stage 1 on

Stage 2 on

Stage 3 on

Stage 3 off

Stage 2 off

Stage 1 off

Power demand stage 3

Storage tank power
requirement
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Start point 3

Start point 2 - 5%
Start point 2

0%

Start point 1 - 5%
Start point 1

0%
100%
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Cascade - Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Cascade

Start priority master boiler

Modbus ID slave boiler 1

Start priority slave boiler 1

Modbus ID slave boiler 2

Start priority slave boiler 2

Modbus ID slave boiler 3

Start priority slave boiler 3

ID of slave boiler for identification at the modbus.

Boiler priorities are used to specify the order in which the
boilers start. Where boilers have the same priority, the
boiler currently with the fewest operating hours always
starts first.

6.1.3 Flue gas treatment
Configuration for flue gas filter

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Flue gas
treatment

Flue gas filter

Max. runtime of filter bypass flap

Filter rotary valve cycle

If the filter bypass flap could not be moved within this time,
a fault is issued

Cycle time of the rotary valve at the filter. Once this time
has passed, the rotary valve is switched on/off for a
defined time

Max. runtime of filter cutoff flap
If the filter cutoff flap could not be moved within this time, a
fault is issued

Filter cleaning timeout
If cleaning of the filter has not been reported as finished
within this time, it is assumed that the filter is faulty and the
filter is deactivated.

Lime dosing installed

Filter rotary valve runtime
Run time of the rotary valve at the filter when a cycle has
been reached

Filter rotary valve run-on bypass
If the filter is switched to bypass, the rotary valve is
activated for the time specified here to remove any
remaining dirt from the filter.

Use lime injection?

Repeat reminder after days
If the “lime deficiency" warning has been acknowledged, it
is activated again after the time set here if the lime
deficiency has not been rectified in the meantime.
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Configuration for flue gas heat exchanger

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Flue gas
treatment

Flue gas
HE

Max. runtime of FGHE bypass flap

FGHE cleaning interval

If the FGHE bypass flap could not be moved within this
time, a fault is issued.

Operating time of FGHE after which cleaning should take
place

Max. runtime of FGHE cutoff flap

Differential pressure for cleaning FGHE

If the FGHE cutoff flap could not be moved within this time,
a fault is issued.

FGHE cleaned from this pressure loss.

Time delay until FGHE flow error
Once the FGHE has been released, flow must be
established within this time, otherwise a warning will be
issued and the FGHE will be deactivated again to prevent
overheating.

FGHE release at flue gas temperature
Temperature at FGHE from which heat exchanger is
activated.

FGHE on at storage tank temp. FGHE plus
If the temperature in the heat exchanger is currently higher
than in the storage tank, then the pump can switch on and
start loading the storage tank.

Max. FGHE water temperature
If the water temperature at the FGHE exceeds this value,
the FGHE is deactivated to prevent damage.

Duration of FGHE cleaning
FGHE cleaning duration

FGHE pump safety pulse
If the pump in the FGHE is not active because the set
storage temperature difference has not yet been reached
but the FGHE itself is in operation, the pump will be briefly
activated periodically if this parameter is enabled to
prevent partial overheating in the pipes.

FGHE pump pulse cycle time
Interval at which the FGHE pump is switched on/off when
the safety pulse is active

FGHE pump pulse runtime
How long the pump runs for when a safety pulse cycle is
reached.

Max. FGHE differential pressure
If the differential pressure of the flue gas in the FGHE
exceeds this value, the FGHE will be deactivated. The
FGHE may be so dirty that the flue gas cannot escape
properly. Manual cleaning is required.
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6.1.4 Hydraulics: general information

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Pumps
- general

Pump operation when boiler off

Start time of pumps when boiler off

On this day, pumps currently not in use are periodically
started to prevent the pumps from sticking.

Starting time of pump operation

6.1.5 Feeder pumps
Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits &
system

Feeder
pumps

Designation

Active with distributor 1

Freely selectable name for the feeder pump. A maximum
of 32 characters can be used for the description.

:

Operating mode

The running performance of the feeder pump depends on
the respective distributor. If a component that is assigned
to this distributor requests heat, the feeder pump is
switched on and off in parallel with the pump of the
components.

Defines the function of the feeder pump:
▪ Auto: The feeder pump is switched on and off according
to the set parameters
▪ On: The feeder pump is always active (24 h), the set
parameters are ignored and the connected components
are supplied continuously

Active with distributor 6

Use temperature sensor

:

Specifies if the control for the feeder pump is dependent
on a temperature sensor. The temperature sensor can be
any sensor in the system. If this parameter is active, the
associated setting parameters (switching temperature,
hysteresis, Active when temp. higher, Active when temp.
lower) are displayed.

Active with heating circuit 8

Switching temperature

The running performance of the feeder pump depends on
the respective heating circuit and is switched on and off in
parallel with the heating circuit pump.

Prerequisite: The “Use temperature sensor”
parameter must be active

▪ Off: The feeder pump is deactivated; requests from
components are ignored

Active with heating circuit 1

Active with DHW tank 1

Specifies the temperature at the assigned sensor at which
the feeder pump is switched on.

:
Active with DHW tank 4
The running performance of the feeder pump depends on
the respective DHW tank and is switched on and off in
parallel with the DHW loading pump.
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Hysteresis

Speed control based on return temperature

Prerequisite: The “Use temperature sensor”
parameter must be active

Specifies if the speed of the feeder pump should be
dependent on a return sensor. If this parameter is active,
the associated setting parameters (return temperature
setpoint, minimum and maximum speed) are displayed.

Defines the temperature hysteresis for switching off the
feeder pump. If the current temperature at the sensor
exceeds or is lower than the switching point (depending on
the application) (“Switching temperature” parameter)
by this value, the pump is switched off.

Active when temp. higher
Prerequisite: The “Use temperature sensor”
parameter must be active
Specifies if the feeder pump should be used as the “skim
pump”. If this parameter is active, the pump is activated
above the set temperature and runs until the value of the
switching point is below the set hysteresis again.
WARNING! If the parameter “Active when temp.
lower” is also activated in addition to this parameter, the
feeder pump is always activated!

Return temperature setpoint
Prerequisite: Parameter “Speed control according
to return temperature” active
The return temperature is regulated to this temperature.
When the return temperature reaches the specified value,
the feeder pump starts up at minimum speed.

Minimum speed
Prerequisite: Parameter “Speed control according
to return temperature” active
Adjustment of the minimum speed to the pump type. (Set
the pump mode according to pump manufacturer’s
instructions)

Active when temp. lower

Maximum speed

Prerequisite: The “Use temperature sensor”
parameter must be active

Prerequisite: Parameter “Speed control according
to return temperature” active

Specifies if the feeder pump should be used as the
“loading pump”. If this parameter is active, the pump is
activated below the set temperature and runs until the
value of the switching point exceeds the set hysteresis
again.

The speed control of the feeder pump is limited by this
value (e.g. in case of a systemic adjustment of the
maximum pump speed)

WARNING! If the parameter “Active when temp.
higher” is also activated in addition to this parameter, the
feeder pump is always activated!

6.1.6 Boiler distributor
This menu shows all of the components that were assigned
to the boiler in the system configuration.

Configuration
DHW priority

DHW tank release starting from top boiler storage tank

If this parameter is active, the heating circuits are
deactivated during active boiler loading in order to ensure
fast hot water preparation.

Prerequisite: A storage tank and one or more DHW tanks
were assigned to the boiler

Heating circuit release starting from top boiler storage tank

Defines the temperature value in the top part of the buffer
tank from which the boiler loading pumps are released.
The value applies for all DHW tanks assigned to the boiler.

Prerequisite: A storage tank and one or more heating
circuits were assigned to the boiler

Heating circuit release starting from boiler temperature

Defines the temperature value in the top part of the buffer
tank from which the heating circuit pumps are released.
The value applies for all heating circuits assigned to the
boiler.
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Prerequisite: Boiler distributor without storage tank. One or
more heating circuits were assigned to the boiler.
Defines the boiler temperature starting from which the
heating circuit pumps are released. The value applies for
all heating circuits assigned to the boiler.
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DHW tank release starting from boiler temperature
Prerequisite: Boiler distributor without storage tank. One or
more DHW tanks were assigned to the boiler.
Defines the boiler temperature starting from which the
boiler loading pumps are released. The value applies for
all DHW tanks assigned to the boiler.

Assigned components
Depending on the system configuration, the following
additional submenus are possible:
▪ Heating circuits menu ⇨ See "Heating circuits" [page
98]
▪ DHW tank menu ⇨ See "DHW tank" [page 100]
▪ Storage tank menu ⇨ See "Storage tank" [page 103]

6.1.7 Distributor 1 - 6
Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

Feeder 1

Configuration

Name of distributor 1 - 4

Heating circuit release starting from boiler temperature

Freely selectable name for the respective distributor. A
maximum of 32 characters can be used for the description.

Prerequisite: Distributor without storage tank. One or more
heating circuits were assigned to the distributor.

Mode

Defines the boiler temperature starting from which the
heating circuit pumps are released. The value applies for
all heating circuits assigned to the distributor.

Switching the distributor on and off
▪ On: All of the components assigned to the distributor
are controlled based on the set parameters.
▪ Off: Requests of the components assigned to the
distributor are ignored

Heating circuit release starting from top boiler storage tank
Prerequisite: A storage tank and one or more heating
circuits were assigned to the distributor
Defines the temperature value in the top part of the buffer
tank from which the heating circuit pumps are released.
The value applies for all heating circuits assigned to the
distributor.

DHW tank release starting from top boiler storage tank
Prerequisite: A storage tank and one or more DHW tanks
were assigned to the distributor
Defines the temperature value in the top part of the buffer
tank from which the boiler loading pumps are released.
The value applies for all DHW tanks assigned to the
distributor.
Operating Instructions SPS 4000 | B0960417_en

DHW tank release starting from boiler temperature
Prerequisite: Distributor without storage tank. One or more
DHW tanks were assigned to the distributor.
Defines the boiler temperature starting from which the
boiler loading pumps are released. The value applies for
all DHW tanks assigned to the distributor.

Return temperature setpoint
Prerequisite: Distributor without storage tank.
The return temperature is regulated to this temperature.
When the return temperature reaches the specified value,
the distributor pump starts up at minimum speed.

Minimum distributor pump speed
Prerequisite: Distributor without storage tank.
Adjustment of the minimum speed to the pump type. (Set
the pump mode according to pump manufacturer’s
instructions)
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Maximum distributor pump speed

Distributor pump 1 - 4 Kp

Prerequisite: Distributor without storage tank.

Defines the gain factor of the PI controller. The higher the
value is set, the more sensitive the controller reacts.

The speed control of the distributor pump is limited by this
value (e.g. in case of a systemic adjustment of the
maximum pump speed)

Distributor pump 1 - 4 Tn
Reset time of the PI controller in seconds.

DHW priority
If this parameter is active, the heating circuits are
deactivated during active boiler loading in order to ensure
fast hot water preparation.

Assigned components
Depending on the system configuration, the following
additional submenus are possible:
▪ Heating circuits menu ⇨ See "Heating circuits" [page
98]
▪ DHW tank menu ⇨ See "DHW tank" [page 100]
▪ Storage tank menu ⇨ See "Storage tank" [page 103]

6.1.8 Heating circuits
Heating circuits - Temperatures

System menu

98

Heating circuits
& system

Heating circuits
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Flow temperature at +10°C outside temperature

Minimum flow temperature

Defines the desired flow temperature in °C at an outside
temperature of +10°C. Together with the parameter “Flow
temperature at -10°C outside temperature”, a
heating curve is defined, with which the flow temperature
of the heating circuit is calculated depending on the
outside temperature:

Minimum temperature in °C for the lower limit of the flow
temperature of the heating circuit. Calculated flow
temperatures, which according to the set heating curve are
lower, are increased to this value.

90

Flow temperature

The heating circuit is in heating mode within the set time
window. If the external temperature exceeds this limit
value in heating mode, the heating circuit pump is
deactivated and the mixing valve is closed.

Example of
floor heating

80
70

Example of
radiators

60

Release heating circuit only when outside temperature
below

50

Release setback mode if outside temperature below

40

The heating circuit is in setback mode outside the set time
window. If the external temperature exceeds this limit
value in setback mode, the heating circuit pump is
deactivated and the mixing valve is closed.

30
20
-15 -10 -5

0

5 10 15 20

External temperature

Example:
The heating curve was defined with 60°C (at -10°C outside
temperature) and 40°C (at +10°C outside temperature). If
the current outside temperature is -2°C, for example, this
would result in a calculated flow temperature of 52°C. Both
values define the heating curve and are not to be
understood as limit values. With an outside temperature of
-13°C, for example, this would result in a calculated flow
temperature of 63°C.

Flow temperature at -10°C outside temperature
Defines the desired flow temperature in °C at an outside
temperature of -10°C for calculating the flow temperature
of the heating circuit depending on the outside
temperature. For example, see parameter “Flow
temperature at -10°C outside temperature”.

Reduce by
The calculated flow temperature is reduced by this value in
setback mode.

Maximum flow temperature

Operating mode of the heating circuit pumps in setback
mode
Defines how the heating circuit pumps work in setback
mode.
▪ ON: The heating circuit is outside the heating times in
setback mode. The calculated flow temperature
reduces by the parameter “Reduce by”.
▪ OFF: The heating circuit is switched off outside the
heating times. The heating circuit pumps are
deactivated; frost protection function however remains
active.

Frost protection temperature
If the temperature at the flow temperature sensor of the
heating circuit falls below this level, the heating pumps are
started to keep the water in motion.

Temperature difference between setpoint und actual value
for warning message
If the current flow temperature is lower than the calculated
flow temperature setpoint, a warning is issued.

Maximum temperature in °C for the upper limit of the flow
temperature of the heating circuit. Calculated flow
temperatures, which according to the set heating curve are
higher, are reduced to this value.

Heating circuits - Times

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

Heating circuits

⇨ See "Setting times" [page 87]
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Heating circuits - Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

Heating circuits

Name heating circuit 1

Heating circuit mixer Kp

Freely selectable name for this heating circuit. A maximum
of 32 characters can be used for the description.

Specifies the gain of the stepped controller for the heating
circuit mixer.

Operating mode of heating circuit

Heating circuit mixer Tn

Defines the function of the heating circuit:

Specifies the delay of the stepped controller for the heating
circuit mixer.

▪ Auto: The heating circuit is regulated according to the
set programme (heating times, temperature
settings, ...).

Heating circuit mixer Ty

▪ On: The heating circuit is continuously in heating mode
(24 hrs), the setback mode and the set heating times
are ignored.

Defines the delay of the stepped controller for the heating
circuit mixer.

▪ Off: The heating circuit is deactivated, the frost
protection function remains active

6.1.9 DHW tank
DHW tank - Temperatures

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

DHW tank

Set DHW temperature
If the DHW tank temperature falls below the value set here
within the set time window, DHW tank loading is released.
If the heat source (boiler of storage tank) has sufficient
energy, DHW tank loading remains active until the set
loading increase is reached (parameter “Loading
increase for DHW tank loading”).

Minimum difference between storage tank and DHW tank
for DHW tank loading.
DHW tank loading starts within the set time window only
when the storage tank top temperature is above this vale
than the current DHW tank temperature (only for systems
with storage tanks)

Loading increase for DHW tank loading
DHW tank loading remains active until the current DHW
tank temperature is above the desired DHW tank
temperature value.
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DHW tank - Times

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

DHW tank

⇨ See "Setting times" [page 87]
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DHW tank - Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

DHW tank

Name of DHW tank 1

Legionella heating start time

Freely selectable name for this DHW tank. A maximum of
32 characters can be used for the description.

Specifies the time at which the DHW tank starts to heat up
above the legionella temperature of 65°C on the set days.

DHW tank 1 mode

Legionella heating Monday

Defines the function of the DHW tank:

:

▪ Auto: The DHW tank is loaded according to the
programme that is set, Legionella heating is released.
▪ On: The DHW tank is maintained at the desired DHW
tank temperature continuously (24 hrs), Legionella
heating is released.
▪ Off: The DHW tank and the Legionella heating are
deactivated.
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:

Legionella heating Sunday
Setting for the day on which heating should take place to
protect against legionella.
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6.1.10 Storage tank
Boiler behaviour
Boiler rating
The boiler output is calculated from the required output of
the storage tank in conjunction with the following relevant
parameters:
▪ Minimum power corresponds to the “Minimum
infeed” parameter

0%

Storage tank load
at +/- 10°C

Storage tank load

Modulation band

Demand

100%

... 0%

▪ Boiler start at power

Boiler hysteresis

0%

min. power

Boiler start
at power

Storage tank
overcharge
at +/- 10°C

If the required output from the storage tank is greater than
the “Boiler start at power” parameter value, the boiler
starts and is modulated according to the demand. If the
demand falls to 0%, the boiler is operated with minimum
output (minimum feed) until overloading of the buffer
storage tank is reached.

100% ...

Overloading

100%

Boiler output according to storage tank management

The starting of the boiler i.e. the required output is
determined from the current storage tank load. The
following graphic shows how the storage tank load
determines the output of the boiler:

Storage tank load
The storage tank load in percent is calculated by the multisensor management. The relevant parameters for
determining the storage tank load are:
▪ Storage tank loading when outdoor
temperature -10°C
▪ Storage tank loading when outdoor
temperature +10°C
▪ Storage tank overcharge when outside
temperature -10°C
▪ Storage tank overcharge when outside
temperature +10°C
▪ Modulation band
The required output of the boiler is calculated within the
defined modulation range according to the current storage
tank load.

Buffer tank - Temperatures

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

Storage tank

Top storage tank minimum temperature

Heating circuit release from top storage tank temperature

Minimum temperature in storage tank (top store sensor),
from which the boiler is started for storage tank loading.

Minimum temperature in the storage tank (top store
sensor), from which the heating circuit controller is
released. If the storage tank temperature falls below this
value by the set hysteresis, the heating circuit controller is
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Heating circuit release from top storage tank temperature

Storage tank loading when outdoor temperature +10°C

stopped.

Defines the required storage tank charge in percent when
the external temperature is -10°C. The Lambdatronic
calculates the current storage tank charge setpoint in
conjunction with the “storage tank loading at +10°C”
parameter according to the external temperature. You
should take into account that 0% corresponds to the
minimum storage tank charge (“min storage tank charge”
parameter). If, for example, the “storage tank loading at
+10°C" parameter is set to 0%, this does not mean 0%
storage tank charge, but the specified minimum storage
tank charge. This removes the possibility of the storage
tank charge being set lower than the minimum storage
tank charge.

DHW tank release from storage tank top temperature
Minimum temperature in the storage tank (top store
sensor), from which the DHW tank loading is released. If
the storage tank top temperature falls below this value by
the set hysteresis, the DHW tank loading is stopped.

Bottom storage tank = boiler temperature setpoint minus
Defines the temperature difference between the boiler
temperature and the storage tank temperature (bottom
store sensor) in °C, from which the boiler should be
switched off. This ensures that the boiler experiences
power consumption in heating mode.

Bottom storage tank = boiler storage tank temperature
upper minus
Bottom storage tank = boiler storage tank temperature
upper minus

Top storage tank temp. hysteresis
Defines the hysteresis for the storage tank top
temperature. This hysteresis is used both for storage tank
start/stop and for the 5-sensor storage tank management
system.
2-sensor storage tank management: The boiler can only
switch off when the “top storage tank min temperature"
parameter has been exceeded by this value.
5-sensor storage tank management: It only switches back
to the 5-sensor signal, when the “top storage tank min
temperature" parameter has been exceeded by this value.

Average storage tank temperature at 0% load
This average temperature in the storage tank means 0%
storage tank charge.

100% load when temp. av. is boiler setpoint minus
Defines the difference between boiler temperature setpoint
and average storage tank temperature for a storage tank
load of 100%.
Example:
- Set boiler temperature setpoint = 85°C
- Set difference for 100% loading = 10°C

Minimum storage tank loading setpoint
Minimum storage tank charge - it is not possible for the
storage tank charge to fall below this value; even if the
“storage tank loading at +10°C” parameter would produce
a lower value.

Maximum storage tank loading setpoint
Maximum storage tank charge - it is not possible for the
storage tank charge to exceed this value; even if the
“storage tank charge at -10°C” parameter would produce a
higher value.

Storage tank overcharge when outside temperature -10°C
Parameter for the DDC storage tank signal. Specifies the
storage tank overcharge at -10°C outside temperature.
The storage tank overcharge is limited to at least 5%, to
guarantee a control band for the boiler.

Storage tank overcharge when outside temperature +10°C
Parameter for the DDC storage tank signal. Specifies the
storage tank overcharge at +10°C outside temperature.
The storage tank overcharge is limited to at least 5%, to
guarantee a control band for the boiler.

Storage tank overcharge
Used as a safety control parameter and guarantees that a
certain control band is available for the controller as a
switch hysteresis.

Modulation band

An average temperature in the storage tank of 75°C
corresponds to a storage tank load of 100%.

Storage tank loading when outdoor temperature -10°C
Defines the required storage tank charge in percent when
the external temperature is -10°C. The Lambdatronic
calculates the current storage tank charge setpoint in
conjunction with the “storage tank loading at +10°C”
parameter according to the external temperature.

Specifies how far below the storage tank charge setpoint
the boiler is regulated to 100% output. This should prevent
the boiler from only starting to regulate to 100% output
when the minimum storage tank charge is reached, so it
attempts to maintain the required storage tank charge
beforehand instead. This gives a range within which the
boiler can regulate between minimum and maximum
power, i.e. modulating operation.

Minimum temperature difference to boiler storage tank
Minimum temperature difference between boiler storage
tank – manifold storage tank
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Minimum temperature difference to boiler temperature
Minimum temperature difference between boiler – manifold
storage tank

Buffer tank - Times

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

Storage tank

Start of the 1st Storage tank load

Start of the 2nd Storage tank load

End of the 1st Storage tank load

End of the 2nd Storage tank load

Storage tank load boost for storage tank loading time 1

Storage tank load boost for storage tank loading time 2

There are two time windows available for the storage tank
load. The storage tank cannot be loaded outside of these
times. If a storage tank load is started and the storage tank
is not fully loaded at the end of the time window, the
storage tank load ends and is cancelled.

There are two time windows available for the storage tank
load. The storage tank cannot be loaded outside of these
times. If a storage tank load is started and the storage tank
is not fully loaded at the end of the time window, the
storage tank load ends and is cancelled.

Storage tank - Configuration

System menu

Heating circuits
& system

Storage tank

Use multi-sensor management?

Storage tank delay

Setting for whether storage tank management should be
used with more than two sensors.

Specifies the delay time in seconds, when the internal
storage tank demand changes from 0 to 100%.
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6.2 Boiler
6.2.1 Mode

System menu

Boiler

Mode

Boiler mode
The current operation mode of the boiler is shown under
operating status:
▪ Continuous load: Default mode for systems without a
storage tank. The boiler produces constant heat and
tries to maintain its boiler temperature setpoint 24 hours
a day.
▪ Multi-sensor storage mode: For systems with storage
tank and multi-sensor management. Unlike storage
mode, the boiler is modulated in a defined power range,
depending on the storage tank charge. In this way, a
start-stop behaviour of the boiler can be reduced to a
minimum.

▪ Cascade: To activate cascade mode. This mode is only
available if the boiler is set as the master or slave
boiler.
▪ Burner mode: This mode is only possible when a swivel
burner is available and the boiler is in the “Boiler OFF”
operating status. The burner is activated when heat is
required.
▪ Power test: This mode is used to test the boiler and is
only available from the “Installer” user level. The
settings for this mode can be found in the “Control
parameters” menu.
⇨ See "Control parameters" [page 125]

▪ Storage mode: Default mode for systems with storage
tank and two-sensor management (top storage tank,
bottom storage tank). The boiler starts as soon as the
minimum temperature in the storage tank falls below
and produces heat in nominal load until the throughloading criteria is reached.

6.2.2 Boiler times

System menu

Boiler

Boiler times

Start boiler enable time 1

Start boiler enable time 2

In “continuous load” mode you can define time windows in
which the boiler is active / inactive

In “continuous load” mode you can define time windows in
which the boiler is active / inactive

End boiler enable time 1

End boiler enable time 2

In “continuous load” mode you can define time windows in
which the boiler is active / inactive

In “continuous load” mode you can define time windows in
which the boiler is active / inactive
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6.2.3 Boiler settings

System menu

Boiler

Boiler
settings

Boiler stops automatically when no heat required

Monitoring time of temperature rise in return

Do you want the boiler to switch off automatically, when
there is no heat consumption through the heating circuits
or boiler loading?

Monitoring time of temperature rise in return (for start of
quick regulation)

Delay of automatic switch off
Waiting time until the boiler is automatically switched off
when no more heat consumption is detected.

Delay of restart after automatic switch off
Waiting time until the boiler is restarted when heat
consumption is detected again.

Boiler setpoint ID for controller
If no dynamic control curve adjustment has been activated,
a defined control curve can be set here. 0 equals a linear
controller.

Use quick regulation when return feed temperature rises
Response to fast load change. If quick regulation is
switched on, the return temperature is permanently
monitored and if it increases unusually quickly (e.g.
because a major consumer has dropped out), the feed is
immediately reduced to the minimum setting so that the
boiler does not overheat.

Temperature rise in return feed for start of quick regulation

Pump run-on
Time the boiler loading pump continues to run for after the
boiler has shut down (boiler status off, standby, shutdown
etc.). The runtime is repeated until the actual boiler
temperature has fallen below the boiler setpoint
temperature (skimming). The return temperature control
switches to automatic mode during this time.

Maximum delay of pump controller
Specifies the time within which we expect the boiler pump
control (internal or external) to confirm that the pump is
running when required. If we do not have a return signal
after this time at the latest, then an error is triggered.

Upper limit of light load operation
Defines the limit between light load operation and partial
load operation. Above the set value, the boiler operates in
partial load.

Upper limit of partial load operation
Defines the limit between partial load operation and
nominal load operation. Above the set value, the boiler
operates in nominal load.

The quick regulation responds to this temperature increase
within the set monitoring time.
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6.2.4 Water temperatures

System menu

Boiler

Water
temperatures

Pumps start at

Minimum boiler temperature setpoint

Specifies the boiler temperature in °C from which the boiler
loading pump and the heating circuit pumps can be
switched on by the controller. The pumps are switched off
if the temperature falls below this value by the hysteresis
setting.

Minimum setting value of the boiler temperature setpoint.

Shut down above temperature setpoint +
If the boiler temperature setpoint set is exceeded by this
value, the boiler is shut down. If the boiler temperature
setpoint is reached, the boiler output is reset. This
parameter defines the temperature range in which the
boiler controls its output.

Maximum possible boiler temperature setpoint
Parameter for setting the maximum boiler temperature
setpoint. The control band always starts at the temperature
value which is set for the “minimum boiler temperature”
parameter and can be set up to this maximum parameter.

Always shut down over maximum boiler temperature
setpoint +

Use external boiler temperature setpoint specification?

If the maximum boiler temperature setpoint has been set,
the boiler temperature may rise above the maximum
permitted boiler temperature (by STL), depending on how
the parameter “shutdown above temperature setpoint” is
set. An upper limit can be set for this parameter to avoid
this, which prevents a boiler temperature > STB (high-limit
thermostat) The parameter serves as a safety function and
limits the value defined by the “shut down above
temperature setpoint” parameter

Specification of the external boiler temperature setpoint

Minimum return temperature

Specifies how or with which external system the boiler
temperature setpoint is transferred.

This parameter defines the minimum return temperature
required to avoid condensation (=falling below the dew
point).

Boiler temperature setpoint
Parameter for setting a fixed boiler temperature setpoint.

Enable boiler temperature setpoint externally

▪ Analogue input: The boiler temperature setpoint is
specified by a 0-10 V signal to an analogue input
▪ Modbus: The boiler temperature setpoint is specified by
an external control system to the modbus interface

Boiler temperature setpoint at 0V
Boiler temperature setpoint at 0V specification

Defines the gain factor of the PI controller. The higher the
value is set, the more sensitive the controller reacts.

Bypass mix. valve Tn
Reset time of the PI controller in seconds.

Boiler temperature setpoint at 10V
Boiler temperature setpoint at 10V specification

Boiler start at power
The boiler starts when the power demand to this boiler
(e.g. from storage tank management) exceeds this value.

Boiler setpoint min ID
Lower limit of the selection range of the dynamic control
curve adjustment.

Boiler setpoint max ID
Upper limit of the selection range of the dynamic control
curve adjustment.
108

Bypass mix. valve Kp

Bypass mix. valve Ty
Mixer runtime in seconds. The time depends on the mixing
valve type (make) and specifies how long it takes the
mixing valve to move from the open to the closed position.

Maintain boiler temperature?
When enabled, the return temperature is adjusted so that
the boiler reaches its set temperature setpoint.

Modulate return setpoint according to power?
When enabled, the power demand of the storage tank is
used to adjust the return temperature.
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Minimum difference between return feed and boiler
temperature setpoint at min. power
Minimum temperature difference in °C between boiler
temperature and return temperature at minimum output, so
that the return temperature does not exceed the boiler
temperature setpoint and heat consumption is guaranteed.
Otherwise the boiler would shut down, even if there is
power consumption.

Minimum difference between return feed and boiler
temperature setpoint at max. power
Minimum temperature difference in °C between boiler
temperature and return temperature at maximum output,
so that the return temperature does not exceed the boiler
temperature setpoint and heat consumption is guaranteed.
Otherwise the boiler would shut down, even if there is
power consumption.

Return feed temperature setpoint delay
The return setpoint is raised cyclically after this time to
reach the desired boiler temperature. This time should be
set such that the return is only increased again when the
effect of the previous increase can be seen. In other
words, so that the 3-point return mixer has had enough
time to adjust to the new setpoint and the new return
temperature has also had an effect on the boiler
temperature. In conjunction with the “return feed setpoint
boost" parameter (= value by which the return setpoint
should be increased) you can change between short
delays for small increases, and longer delays for larger
increases. If the actual boiler temperature has exceeded
the boiler temperature setpoint, this parameter will not be
used for a delay to the return setpoint.

Return feed temperature setpoint boost
for increases to the return temperature setpoint. If the
actual boiler temperature has exceeded the boiler
temperature setpoint, this parameter is not used for a
reduction to the return setpoint.

Difference to boiler temperature setpoint until return feeed
boost is active
Difference to boiler temperature setpoint until return feed
boost remains active

Pump switching
Prerequisite: Two controlled boiler loading pumps are
configured
▪ Switching after runtime: Automatic switching between
the two boiler loading pumps based on the set runtime
▪ Pump 1 only: Boiler loading via pump 1 only; automatic
switching is ignored
▪ Pump 2 only: Boiler loading via pump 2 only; automatic
switching is ignored

Pump switching after runtime
Prerequisite: Two controlled boiler loading pumps are
configured
Defines the runtime until an automatic switch is made to
the other boiler pump

Boiler pump minimum speed
Adjustment of the minimum speed to the pump type. (Set
the pump mode according to pump manufacturer’s
instructions)

Return feed temperature setpoint boost

Boiler pump maximum speed

This is the percentage value by which the return
temperature setpoint should be increased. The current
boiler temperature setpoint is compared to the actual boiler
temperature. The increase proportion (percentage value)
is then taken from this difference and added to the current
return setpoint value. The parameter applies exclusively

The speed control of the distributor pump is limited by this
value (e.g. in case of a systemic adjustment of the
maximum pump speed)
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Boiler pump manual operation
Defines the speed of the boiler pump in case of manual
activation in the "Manual operation" menu.
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6.2.5 Ignite

System menu

Boiler

Ignition

Infeed time without ignition

Maximum temperature drop during heating

During this time the boiler attempts to go to “heating”
status by feeding material without activating the ignition. If
the criteria for “heating” status are not reached within this
time, the ignition starts ("Ignition on w/o feed” parameter).

If the CCT decreases by this value when heating starts,
the ignition fan is activated again. This parameter is
enabled until the minimum CCT is reached.

Stoker strokes during heating up
Number of stoker strokes and quantity of material that is
fed in the combustion chamber for heating up, before the
ignition attempt is started.

Ignition on w/o feed
If the boiler does not reach “heating" status within a
defined time (“infeed time without ignition” parameter),
material infeed will be stopped for this set time period so
that the boiler does not become overfilled with fuel. During
this period the boiler has time to ignite the material that
has already been brought in, before changing to the actual
ignition procedure. This is generally shortened by the
preheating phase.

Infeed during ignition
Specifies the infeed during ignition as a percentage of the
specified maximum infeed.

Maximum ignition duration
If the boiler does not meet the criterion for heating mode
within this time (“boiler - flue gas temperature difference”
parameter), the “ignition attempt unsuccessful" error
message appears.

Ignition fan run-on
Specifies the run-on time of the ignition blower in seconds
after the ignition heating is switched off. If the run-on time
is set to 0 seconds, the ignition blower fan is constantly
active. In this case the blower fan is only switched off in
operating statuses case cooling, off, standby and in the
event of a fault.
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Use forced ignition
Use forced ignition?

Maximum duration of forced ignition
Specifies the run-on time of the ignition after the operating
status has changed to "Heating". The ignition remains
active either until either this time has elapsed or until the
specified combustion chamber temperature (“forced
ignition off at combustion chamber temperature”
parameter) has been reached.

Forced ignition off at CCT
Specifies the combustion chamber temperature in °C from
which forced ignition is switched off before the set runtime
elapses (“maximum duration of forced ignition” parameter).

Ignition rinse in preparation
Specifies whether the ignition should also be briefly
activated during preparation to blow out deposits.

Ignition rinse in fan run-on
Specifies whether the ignition should also be briefly
activated during fan run-on to blow out deposits.

CCT rise for heating
If the combustion chamber temperature rises after
preheating by this value, the boiler switches to heating
operating status.
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6.2.6 Air flaps/blower fan
Configuration

System menu

Boiler

Air flap
blower fan

Start casing cooling at casing temperature

Primary air boost for startup

When this combustion chamber temperature is reached,
case cooling is released.

signal (“control band start” parameter) during the primary
air boost in “heating" status, the primary air boost is
immediately deactivated. This prevents excessive primary
air when the boiler is hot-started.

Stop casing cooling at casing temperature
If the temperature does not reach this value, case cooling
is deactivated.

Air flap opening for casing cooling
Specifies the primary air value in case cooling status.

Use which air flap for casing cooling?
This parameter specifies which air flap is used to dissipate
the heated case air.

Primary air when ventilating boiler
Specifies the primary air value in “Ventilate boiler” status.

Primary air when boiler off
Specifies the primary air value when the boiler is "Off".

Primary air delay
Specifies the time delay for the primary air in seconds.
67% of the required air flap position is reached within this
period. The output reaches the setpoint when this time has
elapsed approximately five times. The parameter has an
attenuating function on the output signal of the primary air,
thereby preventing the primary air flap from opening too
quickly.

Primary air boost for startup
Parameter for primary air increase at the start of heating.
The primary air boost remains active for the entire heating
up process and after changing to “heating” status for the
boost duration ("primary air boost duration" parameter).
After this time has elapsed, the primary air increase is
continually reduced to "0" over a period of 5 minutes. If the
minimum combustion chamber temperature has not been
reached after the boost duration has elapsed, the primary
air boost remains active until the minimum combustion
chamber temperature has been reached. If the combustion
chamber temperature reaches the start value of the CCT
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Duration of primary air boost from heating status
Defines the duration of the primary air boost after the
change to "heating" status. See also “primary air boost”
parameter.

Primary air opening at minimum feed
Specifies the primary air flap position at minimum power
(setting range 0 – 100%). As the air flaps should not open
or close fully during operation, the parameter “output at
100% primary air" is used to define a control band for the
actuator, within which the primary air is regulated.

Primary air opening at 100% control
Specifies the primary air flap position at 100% primary air
(setting range 0 – 100%). As the air flaps should not open
or close fully during operation, the parameter “primary air
output at minimum infeed" is used to define a control band
for the actuator, within which the primary air is controlled.

Secondary air opening at 0% control
Specifies the secondary air flap position at 0% secondary
air (setting range 0 – 100%). As the air flaps should not
open or close fully during operation, the parameter “output
at 100% secondary air" is used to define a control band for
the actuator, within which the secondary air is regulated.

Secondary air opening at 100% control
Specifies the secondary air flap position at 100%
secondary air (setting range 0 – 100%). As the air flaps
should not open or close fully during operation, the
parameter “output at 0% secondary air" is used to define a
control band for the actuator, within which the secondary
air is regulated.
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Secondary air delay

Speed monitor delay

Specifies the time delay for the secondary air in seconds.
67% of the required air flap position is reached within this
period. The output reaches the setpoint when this time has
elapsed approximately five times. The parameter has an
attenuating function on the output signal of the secondary
air, thereby preventing the secondary air flap from opening
too quickly.

The speed is only monitored (startup) after the delay has
elapsed

Secondary air when ventilating boiler

If this parameter is enabled, it is determined whether or not
a blower fan is connected

Specifies the secondary air value in “Ventilate boiler”
status

Min. duration combustion air fan run-on
Specifies the run-on time of the combustion air blower fan
after the stoker has been emptied for the remaining
material to be burnt. The time only starts running when
secondary and tertiary air have been shut off due to the
residual oxygen content. This means that when there are
low residual oxygen content values during shutdown the
run-on of the combustion air blower fan is extended. The
blower fan, however, switches off no later than after a
period of time has elapsed (“max. combustion air fan runon” parameter).

Max. duration combustion air fan run-on
Defines the maximum run-on time of the combustion air
blower fan. The blower fan is switched off after this time at
the latest, regardless of the residual O2 values or infeed
before shutdown.

Maximum boiler ventilation time
The desired combustion chamber temperature should be
reached after this time at the latest. The “Ventilate boiler”
status is then cancelled.

Output voltage at 0% control

Manual combustion air fan control
Combustion air in percent in manual mode

Enable broken cable detection for combustion air?

ID fan speed manual
Induced draught fan activation in percent when specified
manually (manual switch)

Max power reduction if unable to reach under-pressure
setpoint
Maximum value of power reduction if under-pressure is too
high.

ID fan compressed air cleaner interval
If the compressed air cleaner of the induced draught is
activated, cleaning starts during this interval.

ID fan compressed air cleaner duration
This is how long cleaning of the induced draught is active
for.

Under-pressure setpoint in combustion chamber
Specifies the combustion chamber underpressure setpoint,
after the induced draught fan is activated.

Under-pressure setpoint in combustion chamber in
emergency burner mode

Lower limit of the phase angle control

The induced draught is regulated to this under-pressure
when the emergency burner is in operation.

Output voltage at 100% control

Min under-pressure in combustion chamber

Upper limit of the phase angle control

If this under-pressure is not reached after the set warning
time, a warning is issued.

Phase-angle Comb. Minimum
Lower limit of analogue control of the combustion air fan

Time until warning for MIN under-pressure in combustion
chamber

Phase-angle Comb. Maximum

Warning time for under-pressure warning

Upper limit of analogue control of the combustion air fan

Time until error for MIN under-pressure in combustion
chamber

Influence of primary air on comb. air fan control
This factor increases/decreases the effect of the primary
air flap position on the combustion air fan. The higher
value (prim. or sec.) applies

If the specified under-pressure is not reached after this
time, a fault is issued.

Influence of secondary air on comb. air fan control
This factor increases/decreases the effect of the
secondary air flap position on the combustion air fan. The
higher value (prim. or sec.) applies
112
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Tertiary air delay

Air flap secondary2 stop 0% opening

Specifies the time delay for the tertiary air in seconds. 67%
of the required air flap position is reached within this
period. The output reaches the setpoint when this time has
elapsed approximately five times. The parameter has an
attenuating function on the output signal of the tertiary air,
thereby preventing the tertiary air flap from opening too
quickly.

If the value is below this, the flap is detected as being
closed. Due to tolerances in the return signal, a closed flap
may return an opening of a few %.

Tertiary air when ventilating boiler

Air flap secondary2 stop 100% opening
If the value is above this, the flap is detected as being
open. Due to tolerances in the return signal, an open flap
may return an opening of just under 100%.

Specifies the tertiary air value in “Ventilate boiler” status.

Air flap tertiary1 stop 0% opening

Start tertiary air at secondary air control

If the value is below this, the flap is detected as being
closed. Due to tolerances in the return signal, a closed flap
may return an opening of a few %.

Specifies the secondary air value from which the tertiary
air is regulated. You should ensure that the internal
secondary air value is used for the calculation, and not the
value reduced by FGR operation. This means that the
actual start point of the tertiary air may be different from
the secondary air value displayed on the controller, as the
internal value is higher.

Air flap tertiary1 stop 100% opening
If the value is above this, the flap is detected as being
open. Due to tolerances in the return signal, an open flap
may return an opening of just under 100%.

Maximum boost of tertiary air at 100% CCT signal

Air flap tertiary2 stop 0% opening

Specifies the proportion of the combustion chamber
temperature signal, which is added to the tertiary air
control, as a percentage. The parameter "Tertiary air start"
is not considered and the tertiary air starts automatically
with the combustion chamber temperature signal.

If the value is below this, the flap is detected as being
closed. Due to tolerances in the return signal, a closed flap
may return an opening of a few %.

Air flap tertiary2 stop 100% opening

Value of the tertiary air flap at 0% demand.

If the value is above this, the flap is detected as being
open. Due to tolerances in the return signal, an open flap
may return an opening of just under 100%.

Tertiary air opening at 100% control

Air flap primaryFGR stop 0% opening

Value of the tertiary air flap at 100% demand

If the value is below this, the flap is detected as being
closed. Due to tolerances in the return signal, a closed flap
may return an opening of a few %

Tertiary air opening at 0% control

Air flap primary stop 0% opening
If the value is below this, the flap is detected as being
closed. Due to tolerances in the return signal, a closed flap
may return an opening of a few %.

Air flap primary stop 100% opening
If the value is above this, the flap is detected as being
open. Due to tolerances in the return signal, an open flap
may return an opening of just under 100%.

Air flap secondary1 stop 0% opening
If the value is below this, the flap is detected as being
closed. Due to tolerances in the return signal, a closed flap
may return an opening of a few %.

Air flap secondary1 stop 100% opening

Air flap primaryFGR stop 100% opening
If the value is above this, the flap is detected as being
open. Due to tolerances in the return signal, an open flap
may return an opening of just under 100%.

Air flap secondaryFGR stop 0% opening
If the value is below this, the flap is detected as being
closed. Due to tolerances in the return signal, a closed flap
may return an opening of a few %.

Air flap secondaryFGR stop 100% opening
If the value is above this, the flap is detected as being
open. Due to tolerances in the return signal, an open flap
may return an opening of just under 100%.

If the value is above this, the flap is detected as being
open. Due to tolerances in the return signal, an open flap
may return an opening of just under 100%.
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Frequency converter

System menu

Boiler

Air flap
blower fan

ID fan nominal motor voltage (P101)

Combustion air nominal motor voltage (P101)

Nominal voltage of motor according to identification plate.

Nominal voltage of motor according to identification plate.

ID fan nominal motor frequency (P102)

Combustion air nominal motor frequency (P102)

ID fan nominal motor current (P103)

Combustion air nominal motor current (P103)

Nominal current of motor according to identification plate.

Nominal current of motor according to identification plate.

ID fan minimal frequency (P104)

Combustion air minimal frequency (P104)

Minimum frequency to which the motor can be controlled.

Minimum frequency to which the motor can be controlled.

ID fan maximum frequency (P105)

Combustion air maximum frequency (P105)

Maximum frequency to which the motor can be controlled.

Maximum frequency to which the motor can be controlled.

ID fan start source (P106)

Combustion air start source (P106)

ID fan stop mode (P107)

Combustion air stop mode (P107)

ID fan run-up time (P109)

Combustion air run-up time (P109)

Run-up time

Run-up time

ID fan elapse time (P110)

Combustion air elapse time (P110)

Elapse time

Elapse time

ID fan V/Hz curve (A453)

Combustion air V/Hz curve (A453)
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Test

System menu

Boiler

Air flap
blower fan

Primary air flap manual
Secondary air flap 1 manual
Secondary air flap 2 manual
Primary air flap FGR manual
Secondary air flap FGR manual
Tertiary air flap 1 manual
Tertiary air flap 2 manual
Manual value specification for test mode.
The respective component can be enabled in the "Manual
switch" menu.
⇨ See "Activating manual operation" [page 85]

6.2.7 Flue gas

System menu

Boiler

Flue gas

Minimum flue gas temperature

Safety time

Specifies the minimum flue gas temperature setpoint in °C.
The lower range of the output increase is calculated in
conjunction with the predefined flue gas control band.

In “heating” status: If the shutdown conditions (“boiler - flue
gas temperature difference" parameter or “max. residual
oxygen content before combustion ceases” parameter) are
not fulfilled for the specified time, the “safety time expired
during heating, fire has gone out" error message will
appear.

Maximum flue gas temperature
Specifies the maximum flue gas temperature setpoint in
°C. The upper range of the output decrease is calculated
in conjunction with the predefined flue gas control band.

Use boiler flue gas criterion?

Flue gas control band
Defines the control band in °C before reaching the
minimum or maximum flue gas temperature.

Activates the boiler/flue gas difference safety criterion

100% power at flue gas temperature

Boiler - flue gas temperature difference

Specifies the flue gas temperature in "Heating" mode, from
which 100% boiler power is released. Below this
temperature the maximum possible power is calculated
from the control curve (“ignition power at flue gas
temperature” parameter -> "100% power at flue gas
temperature” parameter). This prevents the cold fire clay
from heating up too quickly.

If the difference between the flue gas temperature and the
boiler temperature in “heating" status falls below this
specified value, the “safety time expired" error will appear
after a safety time (“safety time” parameter).
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Ignition power at flue gas temperature

No infeed below residual oxygen content

Specifies the flue gas temperature that must be reached,
so that power can be increased. Below this temperature
the boiler is limited to the ignition power. Above this
temperature the maximum possible power is calculated
from the control curve (parameter "Ign pwr until ex. temp" > parameter "100% power at ex gas temp."). This prevents
the cold fire clay from heating up too quickly.

If the residual oxygen content falls below this value, infeed
is stopped. The reason for this parameter is that from a
residual oxygen content of 6 % there is a steep increase in
the CO2 content in the flue gas.

Max. residual oxygen content before combustion ceases

Internal control parameter: specifies the attenuation of the
flue gas control.

Specifies the residual oxygen content for the “Off"
criterion. From this value the fire in the combustion
chamber goes out. If the O2 exceeds this value for the
defined time (“safety time” parameter), the “safety time
expired" error message appears.

Flue gas min modulation

Lambda sensor heating up time

Internal control parameter: should the flue gas min.
modulation be used?

Specifies how long the boiler remains in the “preparation”
status to heat up the lambda probe. When the boiler
reaches the “off” status, the lambda probe remains active
for another 15 minutes.

Flue gas control delay

Flue gas max modulation
Internal control parameter: should the flue gas max.
modulation be used?

Lambda probe error after

Residual oxygen content setpoint
Defines the setpoint for the residual oxygen value,
according to which the boiler is controlled.

O2 control band
Defines the control band of the secondary air. If the
residual oxygen content falls short of this setting by half
this value, the secondary air is set to 85%. If the set
residual oxygen content is exceeded by half this value, the
secondary air is set to 0%.

6.2.8 Combustion chamber

System menu

Boiler

Combustion chamber

Minimum CCT

0% CCT signal at CCT

Defines the minimum combustion chamber temperature in
heating status. The lower range of the output increase is
calculated in conjunction with the parameters “Power
increase from _K above minimum CCT” and “Min.
output at CC/FG-T min.”

Together with the parameter “100% CCT signal at CCT",
this defines the control band for FGR and combustion
chamber cooling. From this temperature FGR and
combustion chamber cooling are controlled in a control
band from 0 - 100%, where 0% is this temperature and
100% is the maximum combustion chamber temperature.

Power increase from__ K above minimum CCT
Defines the control band (“minimum CCT” + "0% CCT
signal at CCT” parameters), in which the power is
increased even before the minimum combustion chamber
temperature is reached, so that the temperature does not
fall below this level. The boiler output can be raised up to
max. “min. output at CC/FG-T min." parameter.
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100% CCT signal at CCT
Together with the parameter “0% CCT signal at CCT", this
defines the control band for FGR and combustion chamber
cooling. In this band the FGR und CC cooling are
controlled in a control band from 0 - 100%.
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No infeed above CCT
Specifies the combustion chamber temperature, from
which fuel feed is stopped, to bring the combustion
chamber temperature back down below this value. The
parameter functions as a direct switch threshold for
stopping infeed and is a safety function to prevent the
combustion chamber from overheating.

Combustion chamber temperature control delay
Attenuation of the control signal when "CCT min.
modulation" or "CCT max. modulation" are activated.

CCT min modulation
The minimum power is adjusted upwards when the
combustion chamber temperatures are very low to keep
the combustion chamber temperature within the permitted
range. The calculated value is attenuated when this
parameter is enabled to absorb changes that are too fast.

Delay warning output reduction combustion chamber
temperature 2
Delay warning output reduction combustion chamber
temperature 2

Start secondary air cooling at CCT signal
Specifies the start point for secondary air cooling as a
percentage of the combustion chamber temperature
control band. The control band is defined by the
parameters "0% CCT signal at CCT" and "100% CCT
signal at CCT". If the combustion chamber temperature is
too high, the secondary air is opened from this value. For
the start of cooling you should ensure that the secondary
air does not begin at 0, but at the current (oxygen
managed) secondary air setting. IF developer,intern The
example below is intended to explain the control circuit.

End secondary air cooling at CCT signal

The maximum power is adjusted downwards when the
combustion chamber temperatures are very high to keep
the combustion chamber temperature within the permitted
range. The calculated value is attenuated when this
parameter is enabled to absorb changes that are too fast.

Specifies the end point for secondary air cooling as a
percentage of the combustion chamber temperature
control band. The control band is defined by the
parameters "0% CCT signal at CCT" and "100% CCT
signal at CCT". At this percentage the secondary air flap
has reached the maximum permitted opening (100%). 100
percent stop point corresponds to the maximum
combustion chamber temperature.

Delay error if no combustion chamber sensor 2

Start power reduction from CCT signal

CCT max modulation

Reduce output via combustion chamber temperature 2
from
The output is reduced from this temperature at combustion
chamber sensor 2 to lower the temperature.

Reduce output combustion chamber temperature 2 Kp
Reduce output combustion chamber temperature 2 Kp

Specifies the start point for infeed reduction as a
percentage of the combustion chamber temperature
control band. The control band is defined by the
parameters "0% CCT signal at CCT" and "100% CCT
signal at CCT". If the combustion chamber temperature is
too high, infeed and primary air are reduced to the
minimum infeed from this value. The parameter is only
effective, if there is no FGR or it is inactive. In FGR mode
the FGR system reduces the infeed when the combustion
chamber temperatures are too high.

Reduce output combustion chamber temperature 2 Tn
Reduce output combustion chamber temperature 2 Tn
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6.2.9 Heat exchanger cleaning

System menu

Boiler

HE
cleaning

Heat exchanger cleaning activated from

Heat exchanger cleaning interval

Starting point of the time window during which the heat
exchanger cleaner (WOS or compressed air) can switch
on. Activation is not possible outside this time window.

Specifies how long the feed screw must feed until the
WOS drive is activated (“heat exchanger cleaning runtime"
parameter).

Heat exchanger cleaning activated until

WOS speed [rpm]

End point of the time window during which the heat
exchanger cleaner (WOS or compressed air) can switch
on. Activation is not possible outside this time window.

WOS drive speed for use with the speed monitor

Heat exchanger cleaning runtime
Specifies the runtime of the WOS drive within the set time
window (“heat exchanger cleaning activated from" and
“heat exchanger cleaning activated until” parameter).
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6.2.10 FGR
Configuration

System menu

Boiler

FGR

Release FGR flue gas temperature

Start residual oxygen reduction in FGR mode

Flue gas temperature at or above which the flue gas
recirculation control system is activated. If the flue gas
temperature falls to a level 3 °C below this value, then the
FGR will be deactivated.

Specifies start point for reduction of the residual oxygen
content as a percentage of the combustion chamber
control band. The control band is defined by the
parameters "0% CCT signal at CCT" and "100% CCT
signal at CCT".

Release FGR combustion chamber temperature
Specifies the value in percent of the combustion chamber
signal at or above which the flue gas recirculation is
activated. If the combustion chamber temperature falls so
low that the CCT signal falls below this value again, the
flue gas recirculation will be deactivated again.

FGR compressed air cleaner interval
When the compressed air cleaner of the FGR fan is
activated, cleaning is started during this interval.

FGR compressed air cleaner duration
This is how long cleaning of the FGR fan is active for.

FGR cleaning active?
Allows the FGR primary air channel to be cleaned
automatically based on the boiler status FGR run-on.

FGR cleaning duration
Duration of automatic cleaning of FGR air duct.

Min. FGR control for FGR start
The FGR is only activated when demand equals or
exceeds this value. If the flue gas temperature drops by
the value set for FGR hysteresis after the FGR is
activated, the FGR is deactivated again.

Residual oxygen reduction in FGR mode

Stop residual oxygen reduction in FGR mode
Specifies the stop point for reduction of the residual
oxygen content as a percentage of the combustion
chamber control band. The control band is defined by the
parameters "0% CCT signal at CCT" and "100% CCT
signal at CCT". The maximum possible reduction of the
residual oxygen content (“O2 reduction” parameter) is
reached from this time.

CCT signal for primary FGR start
Specifies the start point for the FGR primary air as a
percentage of the combustion chamber control band. The
control band is defined by the parameters "0% CCT signal
at CCT" and "100% CCT signal at CCT".

CCT signal for primary FGR stop
Specifies the stop point for the FGR primary air as a
percentage of the combustion chamber control band. The
control band is defined by the parameters "0% CCT signal
at CCT" and "100% CCT signal at CCT". Because the
FGR primary air is also dependent on the instantaneous
feed level, it is important that the FGR primary air flap is
not yet at its maximum position when this point is reached
or exceeded.

Max. control of FGR primary air flap
Defines the maximum opening of the FGR primary air flap
and serves to limit the proportion of FGR primary air.

Specifies the maximum reduction to the residual oxygen
content in percent that can be made FGR mode.
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Max. reduction of primary air in FGR mode

FGR secondary air delay

Specifies the amount by which the primary air (fresh air)
can be reduced at maximum FGR primary air. Please note
that the reduction is dependent on the infeed level and that
the maximum reduction will not necessarily have been
achieved at the point when the parameter "CCT signal for
primary FGR stop" is reached. At full FGR primary air (=
Maximum FGR Primary) and maximum feed level, the
maximum reduction to the primary air will also be active.

Specifies the time delay for the FGR secondary air in
seconds. 67% of the required air flap position is reached
within this period. The output reaches the setpoint when
this time has elapsed approximately five times. The
parameter acts as an attenuating function on the output
signal, thereby preventing the FGR secondary flap from
opening too quickly.

FGR primary air delay

Max. reduction of secondary air in FGR mode
Specifies the maximum reduction to the secondary air
when the stop point is reached ("CCT signal for secondary
FGR stop” parameter). This ensures that the secondary air
(= fresh air) is not closed off too much by the FGR.

FGR activation delay to prevent vibration.

FGR power influence
Specifies as a percentage the influence that the current
infeed level has on the FGR primary air. If this parameter
is set to 100%, then the FGR Primary Air will adjust
downwards proportionally to the feed level. If this
parameter is set to 0%, then the FGR primary air is
adjusted according to the combustion chamber signal and
the calculated curve, and ignores the infeed level. At
minimum output, this may result in the primary air being
adjusted up to the maximum value. If the power influence
is set to a negative value, this function is inverted. For
negative values the FGR primary air is increased in
proportion to the infeed rate.

FGR run-on stop at

Prim. FGR increase curve

Minimum control FGR fan

Specifies which curve will be used to control the FGR
primary air from the start point ("CCT signal for primary
FGR start” parameter) to the stop point ("CCT signal for
primary FGR stop” parameter).

Lower limit of the phase angle control

Prim. FGR decrease curve
Specifies which curve will be used to control the FGR
primary air from the stop point until the maximum
combustion chamber temperature is reached.

CCT signal for secondary FGR start
Specifies the start point for the FGR secondary air as a
percentage of the combustion chamber control band. The
control band is defined by the parameters "0% CCT signal
at CCT" and "100% CCT signal at CCT".

CCT signal for secondary FGR stop
Specifies the stop point for the FGR secondary air as a
percentage of the combustion chamber control band. The
control band is defined by the parameters "0% CCT signal
at CCT" and "100% CCT signal at CCT". At and above this
point, the maximum possible FGR secondary air has been
reached.

When shutting down, the FGR remains active until the
combustion chamber temperature has fallen below this
value.

Output voltage at 0% control
Lower limit of the analogue control of the FGR fan

Output voltage at 100% control
Upper limit of the analogue control of the FGR fan

Maximum control FGR fan
Upper limit of the phase angle control

Activate FGR fan speed control?
Activate FGR fan speed control?

Speed monitor delay
The speed is only monitored (startup) after the delay has
elapsed

Scale FGR air flap primary
This factor increases/decreases the effect of the FGR
primary air flap position on the FGR blower fan. The higher
value (prim. or sec.) applies

Scale FGR air flap secondary
This factor increases/decreases the effect of the FGR
secondary air flap position on the FGR blower fan. The
higher value (prim. or sec.) applies.

FGR speed manual

Max. control of FGR secondary air flap
Defines the maximum opening of the FGR secondary air
flap that can be achieved when the “CCT signal for
secondary FGR stop” parameter is reached.

FGR blower fan in percent in manual mode.

FGR flap max. time open
If the flap does not open after this time, a fault is issued.
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Air vane max. time close

Air flap secondary FGR stop 0% opening

If the flap does not close after this time, a fault is issued

Air flap primary FGR stop 0% opening

Air flap secondary FGR stop 100% opening

Air flap primary FGR stop 100% opening

Frequency converter

System menu

Boiler

FGR nominal motor voltage (P101)

FGR

FGR start source (P106)

Nominal voltage of motor according to identification plate.

FGR nominal motor frequency (P102)

FGR stop mode (P107)

FGR nominal motor current (P103)

FGR run-up time (P109)

Nominal current of motor according to identification plate.

Run-up time

FGR minimal frequency (P104)

FGR elapse time (P110)

Minimum frequency to which the motor can be controlled.

Elapse time

FGR maximum frequency (P105)

FGR V/Hz curve

Maximum frequency to which the motor can be controlled.

6.2.11 Grate

System menu

Boiler

Grate

Grate interval

Grate control

Interval duration of grate activation. The grate is controlled
according to the set value (in percent) within this interval.

Activation of grate in normal operation

Minimum grate runtime
Specifies the minimum time the grate is activated for. If the
grate would not be activated within this time due to brief
grate activation, the cycle time of grate activation will be
extended so that it does not fall short of this time.
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Grate control during heating up and shutting down
Control of the grate in the operating statuses heating up
and shutting down

Manual grate control
Manual specification of grate activation
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Grate running during heating up
When activated the grate is also active during heating up.

Max. time grate to end position
If the grate does not reach an end position within this time
and no overpressure is reported, a timeout error is
triggered.

Undergrate sensor installed?

Duration of infeed reduction when max. temp. under grate
exceeded
Time the boiler delivers minimum output to cool the grate

Duration till shutdown when max. temp. under grate
exceeded
Time to observe undergrate temperature after it was too
high

Maximum number overpressure hydraulic grate

Undergrate sensor installed?

Number of permitted instances of excess pressure before
a fault is issued.

Max. permitted temperature under grate
If this temperature is exceeded under the grate, the power
is reduced to min and the temperature is observed.

6.2.12 Ash Removal

System menu

Boiler

Ash removal

Ash screw interval

Multicyclone rotary valve interval

Specifies how much time must elapse for an ash screw
cycle to be started (“Run time ash screw” parameter). This
value may refer to the stoker screw or the actual time
(“Ash cycle follows stoker” parameter).

Cycle time after which the rotary valve on multicyclone is
activated

Ash screw runtime

Runtime of the rotary valve on the multicyclone on
completion of a cycle.

The runtime of the ash screw in the ash screw cycle.

Heat exchanger ash screw interval

Heat exchanger ash screw runtime

Multicyclone ash screw run-on

Heat exchanger ash screw runtime

Delay time error ash screw
The boiler only shuts down when the an error is detected
at the ash screw during this time.

Ash screw 2 run-on
Run-on of the second ash screw compared to first ash
screw

Combustion chamber ash screw speed [rpm]
Speed of the ash screw used to detect speed

Multicyclone rotary valve installed?
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Multicyclone rotary valve run-on when OFF
The rotary valve on the multicyclone is activated at this
time if the boiler has been stopped to remove the last of
the ash from the multicyclone.

Heat exchanger ash screw interval

Multicyclone rotary valve installed

Multicyclone rotary valve runtime

The time the first ash screw runs on longer than the
combustion chamber ash screw so that it is safely
emptied.

Multicyclone ash screw 2 run-on
The time the second ash screw runs on longer than the
first ash screw so that it is safely emptied.

Multicyclone ash screw 3 run-on
The time the third ash screw runs on longer than the
second ash screw so that it is safely emptied.

Max. time external demand ash removal flue gas path
Maximum activation of ash removal according to external
demand. The ash removal is terminated even if the
demand remains for a longer time.
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Ash rake installed?

Max. time until ash rake end position

Ash rake installed?

If the ash rake does not reach an end position within this
time and no overpressure is reported, a timeout error is
triggered.

Ash rake acc. to grate end positions
The ash rake is activated according to the grate end
positions.

Number of ash rake strokes
Strokes of the ash rake per cycle

6.2.13 Joint ash removal

System menu

Boiler

Joint ash
removal

Active with chamber ash removal

Ash screw 1 run-on

Active with heat exchanger ash removal

Ash screw 2 run-on

Active with filter ash removal

Ash screw 3 run-on

Active with multicyclone ash removal

Specifies the run-on of the respective ash screw of the
joint ash removal.

Active with external demand
The parameters define the system components with which
the joint ash removal is activated.

Error delay
Time that a fault must be active until an error is triggered.
Previously, only a warning is displayed.

6.2.14 Slide-on duct

System menu

Boiler

Slide-on
duct

Slide-on duct cooling operating mode

Slide-on duct cooling duration when boiler off

Operating mode of slide-on duct cooling.

Slide-on duct cooling duration when boiler off

▪ Auto: Slide-on duct cooling is activated according to the
set parameter
▪ Off: Slide-on duct cooling is deactivated
▪ On: Slide-on duct cooling is permanently active. The set
times and temperatures are ignored.

Slide-on duct cooling run-on
When the criteria for switching off is reached, the slide-on
duct cooling continues to remain active for the set time.
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Activate slide-on duct cooling if temperature above
If the set temperature in the slide-on duct is exceeded, the
slide-on duct cooling starts.

Warning if temperature in slide-on duct above
When the temperature in the slide-on duct rises by the set
value, a warning message appears on the display.
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6.2.15 Special mode

System menu

Boiler

Spec. operation

Extra heating duration
The time set here specifies how long Extra Heating lasts.

Extra heating minimum runtime
If Extra Heating is controlled via an external signal, then
this time indicates the minimum length of time it remains
active when activated.

Relative reduction of primary air during chimney sweep
mode
Relative reduction of primary air (FGR and fresh air) in
chimney sweep mode from the current setpoint value
specification.

Relative reduction of grate control during chimney sweep
mode

Chimney sweep mode heating time
The time set here specifies the length of time for which the
chimney sweeper function is carried out. As soon as the
chimney sweeper function is started the remaining time is
shown on the display.

Output chimney sweep partial load
Power value to which the boiler is regulated in chimney
sweep partial load conditions.

Relative reduction of grate control during chimney sweep
mode

Ready to measure from combustion chamber temperature
signal
Ready to measure in chimney sweep mode when the
minimum value set for the combustion chamber
temperature is reached.

Time until ready to measure

Reduction residual oxygen chimney sweep mode
That is the value by which the residual oxygen setpoint is
reduced in chimney sweep mode. The setpoint never falls
below 7%

Increase of combustion chamber temperature Chimney
sweep mode

Ready to measure in chimney sweep mode when the
boiler is in the HEATING status for the minimum period.

Duration of baking out mode
Specifies the maximum duration of the baking out mode of
the boiler.

The combustion chamber temperature is increased by this
value in chimney sweep mode.

6.2.16 External boiler control

System menu

Boiler

Ext. boiler
control

Boiler enable input available?

Specification of external output above

Specifies whether an external boiler release signal is
available.

Specifies how or with which external system the power
output is defined.

Specify external output?

▪ Analogue input: The boiler temperature setpoint is
specified by a 0-10 V signal to an analogue input

Specifies whether an external power signal is available.

▪ Modbus: The boiler temperature setpoint is specified by
an external control system to the modbus interface
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Specification of external output above

On delay external power

▪ Manual: The manual value is used to specify external
power (“Manual value for external power
specification”)

Specifies the time delay in seconds when the boiler is
demanded.

Off delay external power

Power at 0V external power

Specifies the time delay in seconds until the boiler actually
shuts down after the demand.

This output is delivered at 0V external demand.

Power at 10V external power
This output is delivered at 10V external demand.

Manual value for external power specification
If the parameter “Specification of external output above” is
set to “Manual”, this value is used as the power
specification for the boiler.

6.2.17 Control parameters

System menu

Boiler

Control
parameters

Power calculation attenuation

Test mode power

Specifies the delay time in seconds, when the DDC signal
changes from 0 to 100%.

Parameter for operating the system in intentional partial
load operation for system measurement.
The boiler is controlled according to the boiler temperature
setpoint within a power range required for measurement
(similar to winter mode). Please note that the parameter
should be disabled again after the measurement has been
carried out (= set to "0").

Min. power at minimum combustion chamber temperature
and flue gas temperature
Specifies the minimum boiler power at minimum flue gas
temperature or minimum combustion chamber
temperature.

Boiler-Kp
Proportional value of the PI controller for the boiler
controller

Boiler-Tn
Reset time of the PI controller for the boiler controller
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Max. time test mode
Parameter for operating the system in intentional partial
load operation for system measurement. The boiler is
controlled according to the boiler temperature setpoint
within a power range required for measurement (similar to
winter mode). Please note that the parameter should be
disabled again after the measurement has been carried
out (= set to “0”)
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6.3 Fuel feed
6.3.1 Stoker

System menu

Fuel
feed

Stoker

Stoker filling time

Delay overfilling rotary value 2

This is the time the empty stoker screw requires to feed
material from the gravity shaft to the combustion chamber.
This time must be set exactly, as otherwise there can be
an loading fault. If the time is set too long, too much
material is fed into the retort during ignition. If the time set
is too short, the “material gap” in the stoker screw will not
be eliminated. It is only possible to remove a material gap
automatically, if the system has a burn back flap and the
burn back flap is closed during ignition.

The time by which an error message is delayed when the
overflow sensor of the rotary valve activates.

Stoker flow time

Specifies the interval of the hydraulic stoker at 100%
infeed. For a lower loading rate, the pause become
correspondingly longer. With a hydraulic stoker, a stoker
stroke is calculated at ten seconds. These ten seconds are
used to release activation of other parts, such as the ash
screw or slumber loading. The respective unit is activated
until the set time has been exceeded. To get the right
number of stoker strokes, all you have to do is multiply the
desired number by 10 seconds and subtract 1 second. In
the example shown above this would be 2 strokes * 10
seconds = 20 seconds - 1 second gives 19 seconds stoker
emptying time, if the stoker is only supposed to carry out 2
strokes for emptying.

Specifies the pre-run time of the stoker screw in seconds
before the feed screw for emptying the gravity shaft is
activated.

Stoke infeed time
This is the feed time in seconds, during which the stoker
screw is active after the pre-run time.

Stoker emptying time
Specifies the time for the complete emptying of the stoker
in seconds. When the boiler is shut down (operating status
"slumber" or "Off") the stoker screw is controlled in cycles
until the time arrives to empty the stoker and prevent a
burn back.

Rotary valve run-on
Defines the run-on time of the rotary valve in seconds,
after the feed screw has switched off.

Delay error overfilling rotary valve
The time by which an error message is delayed when the
overflow sensor of the rotary valve activates.

Change rotary valve direction of rotation possible?

Change rotary valve 2 direction of rotation possible?
Specifies whether the rotary valve is allowed to change
direction of rotation, or whether that is not allowed due to
structural conditions.

Duration of a complete infeed process

Number of stoker strokes until stoker empty
Number of strokes of the hydraulic stoker to ensure that
the gravity shaft is empty.

Maximum empty stoker time
If it is not clear during this time that the stoker is empty, an
error is issued.

Maximum close stoker time
Hydraulic stoker monitor. If it requires longer than this time
per stroke, a fault is issued.

Specifies whether the rotary valve is allowed to change
direction of rotation, or whether that is not allowed due to
structural conditions.
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6.3.2 Feed screw/feeder

System menu

Fuel
feed

Feed screw/
feeder

Maximum infeed

Feed screw return duration

Maximum infeed at 100% boiler output as a percentage of
the theoretical maximum screw utilisation.

Specifies the return time of the feed screw in seconds.

Minimum infeed

Delivery screw level timeout

Minimum infeed as a percentage of the maximum infeed
(“maximum infeed” parameter). For low boiler output
(calculated infeed around 0%) the infeed is limited to this
value, so that fuel transport is not interrupted and no gap
forms in the bed of embers.

If the level sensor in the gravity shaft between the
discharge screw and the feed screw detects no material
during this time, the “discharge empty (level
measurement!)” error message appears. The time refers to
the runtime of the oblique screw or discharge screw. If this
time is set to "0" there is no error message.

Manual infeed

Feed screw runtime till return

Infeed in percent in manual mode

Specifies the total runtime of the feed screw until the return
(“feed screws return duration” parameter) takes place. If
this parameter is set to "0" there is no feed screw return. If
the specified time is reached, the current feed cycle is
completed and only then is the return started. For systems
with a level sensor, the return is only carried out when the
stoker screw is no longer running, so as not to interrupt the
flow of material in the stoker.

Feed screw infeed time
This is the feed time in seconds, during which the feed
screw is active after the pre-run time of the stoker screw
(“Stoker flow time” parameter).

Feed screw 1 level timeout
If the level sensor in the gravity shaft between the stoker
and the feed screw detects no material during this time,
the “gravity shaft empty (level sensor!)” error message
appears. If this parameter is set to "0" there is no error
message.

Feed screw 1 run-on
Defines the time the feed screw remains active after the
demand has become inactive again.

Feed screw 1 startup delay
If the level sensor in the gravity shaft detects no material
during this time, the feed screw is started. This parameter
is used for controlling the material transport and does not
refer to the runtimes of other components.

Feed screw runtime till return
Specifies the total runtime of the feed screw until the return
(“feed screws return duration” parameter) takes place. If
this parameter is set to "0" there is no feed screw return. If
the specified time is reached, the current feed cycle is
completed and only then is the return started. For systems
with a level sensor, the return is only carried out when the
stoker screw is no longer running, so as not to interrupt the
flow of material in the stoker.
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Feed screw return duration
Specifies the return time of the feed screw in seconds.

Feed screw 2 startup delay
If the level sensor in the gravity shaft detects no material
during this time, the oblique screw or discharge screw is
started. If the “Discharge active” parameter is set to “YES”,
this time is an absolute value. If the parameter “Discharge
always active” is set to “NO”, this time refers to the runtime
of the feed screw.

Feed screw run-on
Defines the time the feed screw remains active after the
demand has become inactive again.

Feed screw runtime till automatic run
Defines the time for override activation of the discharge or
oblique screw. The discharge screw or oblique screw is
activated for a set time ("discharge screw override
duration” parameter). The total runtime of the feed screw
in material transport (the discharge screw level sensor
detects material) is used to calculate the time. This
function means that although the level sensor is covered,
the discharge screw feeds and wedged material over the
level sensor is removed by further falling material.
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Feed screw runtime automatic run

Feeder shutdown delay

Specifies how long the discharge or oblique screw is
switched on in override.

If the level sensor in the gravity shaft detects material for
this time period, the special feeder is stopped. With the
cross feeder the current stroke can be ended and the
cross feeder can be returned to the end position
depending on the option that has been selected. This
parameter is used for controlling the material transport.

Feed screw 2 always active?
Determines whether the screw is active even when the
boiler is switched off.

Hydraulic conveyor stop at light barrier level

Feed screw 2 delay after next unit?
Determines whether the runtime of the subsequent screw
is to be used for the delay when being activated by the
level sensor or whether just its own runtime is to be taken
into account

If this function is activated, the crossfeeder ends the
“OPEN” movement as soon as the level sensor in the
gravity shaft registers 'material present' and then starts the
“CLOSE” motion.

Maximum close hydraulic conveyor time

:

Hydraulic cross feeder monitor. If it requires longer than
this time per stroke, a fault is issued.

Feed screw 6 delay after next unit?

Maximum raking chain conveyor/band time

The same parameters are available for feed screws 3, 4, 5
and 6 as for feed screw 2.

The runtime of the feeder is monitored. If the light barrier
does not detect any material in this time, a fault is issued.

Feeder startup delay
If the level sensor in the gravity shaft does not detect any
material within this time, the gravity shaft is filled by the
cross feeder or special feeder before the next stoker
stroke. This parameter is used for controlling the material
transport.
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6.3.3 Hopper

System menu

Fuel
feed

Hopper

Hopper rotary agitator runtime

Hopper rotary agitator minimum runtime

Hopper rotary agitator runtime at interval

Hopper rotary agitator minimum runtime

Hopper rotary agitator runtime in %

Refill hopper timeout

The hopper rotary agitator runtime equals this percentage
interval value.

If the hopper is not filled within this period of time, an error
is triggered.
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6.3.4 Chamber discharge system

System menu

Fuel
feed

Chamber
discharge system

Rotary agitator operating mode

Oblique screw time for change of direction

Operating mode of rotary agitator.

Time from oblique screw discharge until change of
direction of rotation

Rotary agitator runtime at interval
This is how long the rotary agitator is activated for in total
during each interval.

Rotary agitator minimum runtime
Even when the rotary agitator is only activated for a short
time, it is never less than this time and the rotary agitator
remains active.

Rotary agitator control when bunker is full

Oblique screw return according to overcurrent
Switches the oblique screw in the backward direction due
to overcurrent; after this time it switches back to forward.

Oblique screw discharge timeout
Oblique screw discharge timeout

Chamber discharge system startup delay
If the sensors do not detect any material during this time,
then the chamber discharge system is activated.

Rotary agitator control when bunker is empty
Defines rotary agitator control when the bunker is full or
empty in percent of screw runtime including external
demand.

Switch to empty after runtime demand
If no more overcurrent is detected during the time the
rotary agitator is activated, the rotary agitator switches
back to EMPTY mode.

Oblique screw change of direction at start

Chamber discharge system run-on
Defines the time the chamber discharge system remains
active after the demand has become inactive.

Rotary agitator on during bunker filling
If the bunker filling switch is activated, the rotary agitator is
in continuous operation during this time. Once the time has
passed the rotary agitator returns to normal operating
mode and the switch is reset.

Do you want to change the direction of rotation of the
oblique screw at every startup?

Oblique screw max. time overcurrent error
Time during which 3x overcurrent may occur without an
error message.
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6.3.5 Sliding floor

System menu

Fuel
feed

Sliding floor

Sliding floor startup delay

Raking chain/conveyor belt flow

If the level sensor (distance sensor, light scanner) does
not detect any material within this time, the sliding floor is
switched on.

Raking chain/conveyor belt flow

Sliding floor shutdown delay

Run-on of the sliding floor compared to the feeder so
material can build up.

If the level sensor (distance sensor, light scanner) detects
material over this time period, the sliding floor is switched
off.

Feed screw runtime till sliding floor automatic run
Defines the time for override activation of the sliding floor.
The sliding floor is activated for a set time (“sliding floor
override duration” parameter). The time is calculated using
the total runtime of the feed screw, the hydraulic stoker or
the special feeder in material transport (sliding floor level
sensor detects material). This function means that
although the level sensor is covered, the sliding floor feeds
and wedged material over the level sensor is removed by
further falling material.

Sliding floor run-on

Overfilling safety device timeout
If the discharge is active during this time and an overflow
is still displayed, a timeout error is triggered.

Delay overfilling safety device raking chain/conveyor belt
If the discharge is active during this time and an overflow
is still displayed, a timeout error is triggered.

Sliding floor always active
Determines whether the sliding floor is active even when
the boiler is switched off.

Sliding floor automatic run runtime
Specifies how long the sliding floor is activated for in
override.
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6.3.6 Suction system

System menu

Fuel
feed

Suction system

Minimum time for empty status detection

Cyclone 1
Cyclone 1 active

Suction turbine run-on

Cyclone is active

Run-on time of suction turbine, if cyclone full.

Cyclone 1 loaded with

Vibration available?

▪ bag silo

Vibration available?

▪ pellet mole

Vibrator runtime

▪ suction screw

Runtime of vibration within a 100 second cycle.

Max. runtime of suction turbine
Maximum runtime of suction turbine. If the fill level is not
recognized as full, a warning is issued.

Vacuum + screw filling cycle time
Cycle time of vacuum + screw filling

Suction turbine flow

Vacuum + screw filling run-on

Pre-run time of suction turbine

Run-on time of vacuum + screw filling

Cyclone 2
Cyclone 2 active

Suction turbine run-on

Cyclone is active

Run-on time of suction turbine, if cyclone full.

Cyclone 2 loaded with

Vibration available?

▪ bag silo

Vibration available?

▪ pellet mole

Vibrator runtime

▪ suction screw

Runtime of vibration within a 100 second cycle.

Max. runtime of suction turbine
Maximum runtime of suction turbine. If the fill level is not
recognized as full, a warning is issued.

Vacuum + screw filling cycle time
Cycle time of vacuum + screw filling

Suction turbine flow

Vacuum + screw filling run-on

Pre-run time of suction turbine

Run-on time of vacuum + screw filling
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6.3.7 Rotary valves

System menu

Fuel
feed

Rotary
valves

Rotary valve 1 run-on

Rotary valve 2 run-on

Rotary valve 1 run-on

Rotary valve 2 run-on

Change rotary valve 1 direction of rotation possible after
chamber discharge system

Change rotary valve 2 direction of rotation possible after
chamber discharge system

Change rotary valve 1 direction of rotation possible after
chamber discharge system

Change rotary valve 2 direction of rotation possible after
chamber discharge system

Delay of light barrier overfilling safety device 1

Delay of light barrier overfilling safety device 2

Delay of light barrier overfilling safety device 1

Delay of light barrier overfilling safety device 2

Delay error overfilling rotary valve 1 after chamber
discharge system

Delay error overfilling rotary valve 2 after chamber
discharge system

Delay error overfilling rotary valve 1 after chamber
discharge system

Delay error overfilling rotary valve 2 after chamber
discharge system
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6.4 PLC
6.4.1 Software

System menu

SPS

Software

Displays the current software version and execution of
software updates
Performing a software update

6.4.2 Connections
Network
Shows the current status and offers an opportunity to reset
in the event of connection problems:
❒ Tap the Reset icon
➥ Disconnects from PC visualisation software
➥ Reconnects to SPS network
❒ After resetting the connection, the SPS is ready to
connect
➥ The “Current status of connection" display shows
“Ready - waiting for connection"
❒ Click on “Connect” in the PC visualisation software

Configuration

System menu

SPS

Connections

Network

Configuration

Obtain IP address automatically

Use connection watchdog?

Activate automatic obtaining of IP address (DHCP)?

Do you want the connection to the PC visualisation
software to be monitored?

IpAddress
Specification of own IP address.

Defaultgateway

Timeout connections
Time in idle after which the connection to the PC
visualisation software is reset

Specification of gateway IP address

Hostname

Subnet mask

Name of the control in the network.

Subnet mask setting.

VNC server
Allow access via VNC?
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Field bus
Modbus customer

System menu

SPS

Connections

Field bus

Modbus customer socket

Modbus customer parity

Socket in the IO system for modbus card used for the
customer’s modbus.

Modbus customer baud rate

Modbus
customer

Modbus customer stop bits

Modbus customer bus ID
Identification of this modbus slave in the customer’s
network

Modbus FCs (frequency converter)

System menu

SPS

Connections

Field bus

Modbus FCs

Field bus

Modbus
cascade

Modbus FC socket
Specifies the socket of the modbus card in the IO system.
By default this is the second IO card.

Modbus cascade

System menu

SPS

Connections

Modbus cascade socket

Modbus cascade slave ID

Socket of the modbus card used for the cascade
communication

Unique slave identification in cascade network

M-bus

System menu

SPS
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Field bus

M-bus
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NOTICE! Menu is only displayed if the associated interface
card CS1012 was detected.

Heat meter 1 address
Heat meter 2 address

Number of heat meters

Heat meter 3 address

Specifies how many heat meters are to be read. The
maximum is three heat meters.

Defines a unique address for the respective heat meter.

Heat meter 1 type
Heat meter 2 type

For heat meters of type Kamstrup Multical 402/403, the
address is pre-set and consists of the last three digits of
the serial number visible on the housing.

Heat meter 3 type
Defines the product and type of the heat meter connected
at the respective input.

Heat meter 1 name
Heat meter 2 name
Heat meter 3 name
Freely selectable name for the respective heat meter.
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6.4.3 Display
Display settings

System menu

Control system

Touchscreen

Display
settings

Screensaver delay

Show inputs/outputs not in use?

Screensaver is activated if no entries are made during this
time.

If enabled, the I/Os not used in this boiler type will also be
shown.

Switch off backlight after
Backlight switched off if no entries are made during this
time.

Calibrate touchscreen

System menu

Control system

Touchscreen

Calibrate
touchscreen

Calibrate
touchscreen

NOTICE
Inaccurate calibration!

If you do not tap the indicated points accurately, the control may stop working properly
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6.4.4 Hardware

System menu

Control system

Hardware

⇨ See "Perform hardware detection manually" [page 62]

6.4.5 SPS restart

System menu

Control system

SPS restart

Restart control (hot start)

Restart and re-initialise control (cold start)

The control is restarted but the current status is saved.
After the control has restarted, the previously set status is
restored.

The control is restarted and reinitialised After the restart
the boiler is in boiler OFF status.
Do not use this function when the boiler is in operation!
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6.5 Diagnosis
6.5.1 Error
Current faults

System menu

Diagnosis

Error

Displays a list of current faults:

Current
faults

To acknowledge current faults:
▪ Navigate to the fault message using the UP and DOWN
arrows
▪ After the fault has been rectified, acknowledge the fault
message by pressing the confirm icon
– The icon for acknowledging the fault is displayed
Possible causes and how to rectify fault messages:
⇨ See "Fault message list" [page 156]

Fault log

System menu

Diagnosis

Displays a list of all faults that have occurred in the
system:
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Error

Fault
log

Up to 250 entries are stored in the fault log. A fault can
consist of up to 3 entries. The information displayed shows
what type of fault it is, when the fault occurred, when the
fault was acknowledged and when the fault was rectified. If
all 250 entries are in use and there is another fault
message entry, the oldest entry in the list is overwritten.
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Clear error

System menu

Diagnosis

Error

Current
faults

Acknowledge and clear all errors
Tapping the icon deletes all messages in the fault log

6.5.2 Inputs and outputs

System menu

Diagnosis

Inputs and
outputs

Digital inputs

Temperature inputs PT 100

Used to test the digital inputs and intended only for service
technicians. The parameters displayed vary depending on
the configuration.

Used to test the temperature inputs for PT100 sensors and
is intended only for service technicians. The parameters
displayed vary depending on the configuration.

Digital outputs

Counter inputs

Used to test the digital outputs and is intended only for
service technicians. The parameters displayed vary
depending on the configuration.

Used to test the counter inputs for the boiler’s speedregulated components and is intended only for service
technicians. The parameters displayed vary depending on
the configuration.

Analogue inputs
Used to test the analogue inputs and is intended only for
service technicians. The parameters displayed vary
depending on the configuration.

Analogue outputs

Phase-angle outputs
Used to test the boiler’s components regulated by phase
angle and is intended only for service technicians. The
parameters displayed vary depending on the configuration.

Used to test the analogue outputs and is intended only for
service technicians. The parameters displayed vary
depending on the configuration.

Temperature inputs type K
Used to test the temperature inputs for type K sensors and
is intended only for service technicians. The parameters
displayed vary depending on the configuration.
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6.5.3 System

System menu

Diagnosis

System Diagnostics
Manager

Used to display the parameters of the SPS system (CPU
utilisation, CPU temperature, network settings, etc.) and is
intended for service technicians.

6.5.4 Message forwarding

System menu

Diagnosis

Message
forwarding

ALARM reporting chain delay

Automatically acknowledge warnings?

Time delay for alarm output activation (for retransmission).

If this parameter is set to “YES", warnings are
automatically acknowledged after rectification without user
intervention.

ERROR reporting chain delay
Time delay for fault output activation (for retransmission).

Warning forwarding start time window 1

WARNING reporting chain delay

Warning forwarding end time window 1

Time delay for warning output activation (for
retransmission).

Warning forwarding start time window 2

FC warnings delay

Defines two time windows in which current warnings are
forwarded. Outside of this time window, only alarms and
errors are forwarded.

In order to ignore short FC error messages, the fault must
last at least this length of time to be detected

Delay error boiler doors

Delay external error on startup
External error messages for this time are suppressed on
startup, in order to give the remote station also enough
time to be able to start.
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Warning forwarding end time window 2

Number of customer-defined messages
Specifies how many freely assignable messages are used.
Up to four messages are possible.

Message 1/2/3 text
Defines the text of the freely assignable message shown
on the display.
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Message 1/2/3 type

Message 1/2/3 delay

Defines the type of message that affects the behaviour of
the boiler.

Defines the delay in seconds until the message is
triggered after the event occurs.

▪ Info: Message is displayed only once
▪ Warning: Message is displayed; the boiler continues to
run normally. If the digital input for this message
remains in use, the message is displayed again after a
certain period of time.
▪ Error: Message is displayed and the boiler is shut down
in a controlled manner
▪ Alarm: Message is displayed and the boiler is shut
down without control (EMERGENCY STOP)

6.5.5 Diagnostic data

System menu

Diagnosis

Diagnostic
data

Save all diagnostic data
Pressing the icon saves the diagnostic data. Procedure for
saving correctly:
▪ Connect the USB storage media
▪ Enter the customer number, facility number and postal
code
▪ Tap the Save icon

6.5.6 USB recording
Used for data recording onto a suitable USB device.
NOTICE! There are two USB ports available, which can be
used simultaneously. However, only one USB storage
device may be connected at a time!
Displayed when no USB device is connected. A
recording is not possible.
If a suitable USB device is connected, pressing this
icon starts the recording and creates the recording
file(s) in accordance with the configuration. An active
recording is also displayed by a status icon on the
start screen.
Pressing this icon stops the recording.
NOTICE! Remove the USB device only after
stopping the recording!
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Configuration

System menu

Diagnosis

USB recording

Recording interval

Current values

The data of the SPS is written to the USB device at the
specified interval.

Digital inputs

Max. size of files (MB)

Manual switch

Defines the maximum size of a recording file. Once this
value has been reached, another recording file is created.
The parameter is deactivated at “0”.

Heat meter

Configuration

Digital outputs

Selection of recording type for the respective parameter
range. The following selections are available:
▪ Do not record: No parameters from this range are
recorded

Start new file at midnight?
▪ YES: Regardless of the size of the current recording
file, a new file is created when there is a date change.

▪ Record only base values: The most important and
meaningful diagnostic parameters are recorded

▪ NO: The files are created according to the specified
maximum size.

▪ Record all values: All parameters used are recorded.
CAUTION: Large memory requirement!

Record diagnostic data?
If this parameter is active, the diagnostic data is saved in
addition to the set recording data.

6.5.7 Current values

System menu

Diagnosis

Current
values

The “Current value” menu shows all system-specific values.
The number of values depends on the specified boiler type
and the configured components in the boiler system.

6.5.8 Operating times

012
123
234
System menu

Diagnosis

Boiler ON since
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Boiler active since
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Boiler HEATING since
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6.6 System configuration
For the procedure, see chapter “Initial start-up”
⇨ See "Initial startup" [page 59]

6.6.1 Hydraulic system

System menu

System
configuration

Hydraulic
system

Number of additional manifolds

Number of DHW tanks

Number of heat distribution nodes in hydraulic system.

Specifies the number of DHW tanks that can be controlled
via this system.

Number of storage tanks
Number of storage tanks

Number of heating circuits
Specifies the number of heating circuits controlled by this
controller. Heating circuits not in use are not displayed.

6.6.2 Heating circuits & system
Heating circuits

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Heating circuits

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 1” associated to

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 5” associated to

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 2” associated to

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 6” associated to

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 3” associated to

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 7” associated to

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 4” associated to

Heating circuit “Heating circuit 8” associated to

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?

To which heat distribution nodes is the heating circuit
associated?
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DHW tank

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

DHW tank

DHW tank “DHW tank 1” associated to

DHW tank “DHW tank 3” associated to

To which heat distribution nodes is the DHW tank
associated?

To which heat distribution nodes is the DHW tank
associated?

DHW tank “DHW tank 2” associated to

DHW tank “DHW tank 4” associated to

To which heat distribution nodes is the DHW tank
associated?

To which heat distribution nodes is the DHW tank
associated?

Buffer tank

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Buffer tank

Storage tank 1 associated to

Number of sensors storage tank 3

To which heat distribution nodes is the storage tank
associated?

Number of sensors in the storage tank

Number of sensors

Storage tank 4 associated to

Number of sensors in the storage tank

To which heat distribution nodes is this storage tank
associated?

Storage tank 2 associated to

Number of sensors storage tank 4

To which heat distribution nodes is the storage tank
associated?

Number of sensors in the storage tank

Number of sensors storage tank 2

Storage tank 5 associated to

Number of sensors in the storage tank

To which heat distribution nodes is this storage tank
associated?

Storage tank 3 associated to

Number of sensors storage tank 5

To which heat distribution nodes is this storage tank
associated?

Number of sensors in the storage tank
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Backup boiler

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Backup boiler

Number of backup boilers

Emergency burner installed?

This is where you can specify how many other boilers can
be controlled by this boiler (biomass boiler, oil boiler etc.).
These boilers receive a power/boiler temperature
specification from the main boiler.

Emergency burner installed?

Cascade

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Cascade

Heating circuits
& system

Flue gas
treatment

Cascade function
Specifies which function this boiler assumes within a
cascade of multiple boilers.

Exhaust gas treatment

System menu

System
configuration

Multicyclone installed?

Flue gas heat exchanger installed?

Multicyclone installed?

Flue gas heat exchanger installed?

Filter type

Spark trap installed?

What type of filter is used?

Spark trap installed?
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Pumps

System menu

System
configuration

Heating circuits
& system

Pumps
- general

Number of feeder pumps
Number of feeder pumps used.

6.6.3 Boiler type

System menu

System
configuration

Boiler type

System
configuration

Boiler

Boiler type
Boiler type

6.6.4 Boiler

System menu

Ash removal combustion chamber installed?

Controlled boiler loading pumps

Does the boiler have an ash screw?

Controlled boiler loading pumps

Ash removal heat exchanger installed?

Grate type

Does the boiler have controlled ash removal?

Grate type selection: 0..worm-drive grate, 1..hydraulic

FGR installed?

Heat exchanger cleaning WOS

Does the boiler have FGR?

Heat exchanger cleaning WOS

Secondary FGR installed?

Heat exchanger cleaning compressed air

Defines if FGR secondary air is available (with boiler types
TM 150 and TM 250 the design does not include FGR
secondary air). If this parameter is set to “No”, then the
FGR blower will be activated by the primary air. If this
parameter is activated when using a boiler that does not
feature FGR secondary air, then problems may occur with
controlling the FGR blower, which in turn will cause further
problems in the air channels. It is therefore very important
that this parameter is set correctly!

Heat exchanger cleaning compressed air
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Number of tertiary air flaps

Bypass for casing cooling?
Bypass for casing cooling installed?

Control of combustion air fan

Slide-on duct cooling installed?

Control of combustion air fan

Slide-on duct cooling installed?

Control of FGR fan

“Shut down for cleaning” can be activated?

Control of FGR fan

Indicates whether the “shut down for cleaning” function is
available on /supported by this boiler.

Fan blade cleaner installed?
Fan blade cleaner installed?

Casing cooling installed?
Casing cooling installed?

6.6.5 Fuel feed
Chamber discharge system

System menu

System
configuration

Fuel
feed

Chamber
discharge system

Fuel
feed

Fuel
feed

Chamber discharge system
▪ Standard rotary agitator, pellet screw: jointly powered
rotary agitator, pellet screw
▪ Chamber discharge system, controlled externally: an
enabling signal is issued
▪ Rotary agitator with separate drive
▪ Sliding floor
▪ Sliding floor with interchangeable container
▪ Oblique screw
▪ Horizontal screw
▪ Sliding valve system

Fuel feed

System menu

System
configuration

Star-delta switching time

Discharge type

Stoker type

▪ Screw: pellet screw, jointly powered rotary agitator,
rotary agitator with separate rotary agitator drive, sliding
floor with cross feeder screw

Stoker screw or hydraulic stoker

▪ Hydraulic conveyor
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Discharge type

Number of chamber discharge system rotary valves

▪ Raking chain / band

Number of chamber discharge system rotary valves

Number of feed screws
Number of feed screws

Determine maximum fuel feed-in above grate differential
pressure

Hoppers installed?

Determine maximum fuel feed-in above grate differential
pressure

Hoppers installed?

Burn back protection system
▪ Hydraulic conveyor: burn back protection integrated in
feeder unit
▪ Burn back slide: for conveyor belt and raking chain
conveyor
▪ Burn back flap
▪ Coupled rotary valve: shared drive between rotary valve
and stoker
▪ Separate rotary valve: dedicated drive for rotary valve

6.6.6 Inputs and outputs

System menu

Diagnosis

Inputs and
outputs

Digital inputs

Temperature inputs PT 100

Used to test the digital inputs and intended only for service
technicians. The parameters displayed vary depending on
the configuration.

Used to test the temperature inputs for PT100 sensors and
is intended only for service technicians. The parameters
displayed vary depending on the configuration.

Digital outputs

Counter inputs

Used to test the digital outputs and is intended only for
service technicians. The parameters displayed vary
depending on the configuration.

Used to test the counter inputs for the boiler’s speedregulated components and is intended only for service
technicians. The parameters displayed vary depending on
the configuration.

Analogue inputs
Used to test the analogue inputs and is intended only for
service technicians. The parameters displayed vary
depending on the configuration.

Analogue outputs

Phase-angle outputs
Used to test the boiler’s components regulated by phase
angle and is intended only for service technicians. The
parameters displayed vary depending on the configuration.

Used to test the analogue outputs and is intended only for
service technicians. The parameters displayed vary
depending on the configuration.

Temperature inputs type K
Used to test the temperature inputs for type K sensors and
is intended only for service technicians. The parameters
displayed vary depending on the configuration.
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6.6.7 Operating times

999
000
111
System menu

System
configuration

Operating times

Reset time recording

Set operating times

6.6.8 Operator data

System menu

System
configuration

Operator
data

For clear identification and subsequent traceability of log
data and/or protocol data, all known operator data must be
added to the following setting possibilities.

Customer number

Street

Postcode

Defines the customer number.

Boiler number

Town

Defines the boiler number according to identification plate.

System name

Automatic user logout

Freely definable system name. Maximum 32 characters.

Return to customer operating level if no entries are made
during this time.

Name / Company

First name
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6.6.9 Backup
NOTICE! There are two USB ports available, which can be
used simultaneously. However, only one USB storage
device may be connected at a time!

Save configuration

System menu

System
configuration

Backup

This function is used to save the system configuration. All
the settings for the boiler and the boiler system, as well as
the customer-specific parameters will be saved to a USB
device. The USB device must be connected before starting
the function.

Save
configuration

Save error log to file

Save configuration to file

Load configuration

System menu

System
configuration

Backup

Load
configuration

This function is used to restore a saved configuration.
When this menu is selected, the connected USB searches
for any configuration files present (*.cfg) and displays them
in the selection field.
▪ Select desired configuration file
▪ Tap on the button and confirm the prompt to execute
– The write operation starts and all settings and
parameters are overwritten
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6.6.10 Specification values
Boiler specifications

System menu

System
configuration

Specified
values

Boiler
specifications

System
configuration

Specified
values

Fuel
specifications

Adopt specified boiler values

Fuel specifications

System menu

Predefined settings for certain fuels can be loaded into the fuel specifications.
❒ Select fuel from the options
- Wood chips over 35%
- Wood chips up to 35%
- Wood chips up to 20%
- Pellets
❒ Tapping the icon accepts the specifications for the selected fuel

Own templates

System menu

System
configuration

Specified
values

Own
templates

In this menu, specified fuel values can be saved and loaded.

Load template
❒ Select template
❒ Tapping the icon accepts the specifications for the selected fuel

Save / Manage templates
The service code must be entered to manage or save current settings!
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❒ Tap the icon next to “Manage user specified values”
➥ The dialogue for managing the templates opens
❒ To save the currently set fuel settings, enter the desired text into the field and tap the Save icon to accept
❒ To delete, select the desired template and tap the Delete icon to confirm

Factory setting

System menu

System
configuration

Specified
values

Set all parameters to factory default
Tap the icon to reset the SPS 4000 to the factory default
settings. All the settings for the boiler and the boiler
system, as well as the customer-specific parameters will
be lost.
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Factory
settings

Set all parameters and configurations to factory default
(Urinit)
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7 Troubleshooting
7.1 Fault handling
Fault

Preparation

Pre-heat phase
Fire
present
Heating

Empty
stoker

FGR
run-on

FGR
cleaning

Restart

Fan
run-on
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7.2 Fault message list
No.

Error text

1

An internal error has occurred. Please check log.

3

A system error has occurred. Please check log.

4

Control restarted by reset

5

Power failure XXX

6

Initialisation error parameter.

7

Battery dead

8

Read error parameter.

9

Write error parameter.

10

During launch, the system tried to synchronise the parameters with the control. This process failed.

11

Not enough memory on USB medium

12

Error writing to a USB medium

15

IO data object initialisation error.

16

IO data object read error.

17

IO data object write error.

26

Modbus communication cannot be established at socketXXX.

27

Modbus communication: general error

28

No communication with the frequency converters is possible at the configured socket.

29

There is a communication problem on the M-Bus. Check parameter settings and connection.

30

The thermal contact of the combustion air fan has activated

31

The hardware plugged in does not correspond to the configured hardware. Position: XXX configured: XXX
plugged in: XXX

32

Fault in the 10V power supply

33

Boiler sensor faulty

34

Return sensor faulty

35

Induced draught manually activated

36

The maintenance flap of the feed unit is open

37

Burn back sprinkler has activated

38

Slide valve system emergency stop switch has been pressed

39

Stoker gravity shaft has activated

40

The high-limit thermostat (STL) 1 has been triggered.

41

The high-limit thermostat (STL) 2 has been triggered.

42

Water pressure too low.

43

Water pressure too high.

44

Water shortage.

45

The EMERGENCY STOP switch has been pressed.

46

The combustion chamber door is open.

47

The tunnel door is open

48

The gravity shaft cover is open.
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Error text

49

Gravity shaft cover 2 is open.

51

A type K thermocouple (e.g. combustion chamber) is not/incorrectly connected, or is faulty.

52

A type L thermocouple (e.g. flue gas) is not/incorrectly connected, or is faulty.

53

An analogue output is not connected.

54

A temperature sensor is not/incorrectly connected, or is faulty.

55

Induced draught FC incorrectly configured.

56

Induced draught FC cannot be controlled properly/is not behaving as expected.

57

Induced draught FC is reporting a fault.

58

Incorrect under-pressure for too long ( < XXX Pa)

59

Compressed air cleaner fault

60

Operating pressure falls below

61

The FGR FC is incorrectly configured.

62

The FGR FC cannot be controlled properly/is not behaving as expected.

63

The FGR FC is reporting a fault.

64

The thermal contact of the induced draught fan has activated

65

The thermal contact of the FGR fan has activated

66

The motor protection of the FGR blower fan has activated.

67

The motor protection of the induced draught drive has activated.

68

The motor protection of the combustion air fan has activated.

69

The motor protection of the boiler loading pump has activated.

70

The motor protection of the stoker screw has activated.

71

The motor protection of feed screw 1 has activated.

72

The motor protection of feed screw 2 has activated.

73

The motor protection of the combustion chamber ash screw 1 has activated.

74

The motor protection of the heat exchanger ash screw has activated.

75

The motor protection of the grate drive has activated.

76

The motor protection of the WOS drive has activated.

77

Undergrate temperature too high for too long

78

Unable to open burn back flap

79

Unable to close burn back flap

80

One of the air flaps is not responding

81

There is a fault at an air flap

82

Overcurrent feed screw 2

83

Feed screw 2 level switch timeout

84

Sensor break undergrate sensor

85

Overflow protection burn back sliding valve

86

The motor protection of the combustion chamber ash screw 2 has activated.

87

The thermal contact of the combustion chamber ash screw has activated

88

The thermal contact of the heat exchanger ash screw has activated

89

The thermal contact of the grate motor has activated
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90

Lambda probe faulty

91

Excess pressure in combustion chamber

92

Ignition attempt unsuccessful - Check combustion chamber and ignition

93

Fire safety time expired -> fire has gone out

94

Combustion chamber temperature too low for too long during heating, check sensor!

95

Flue gas temperature too low for too long during heating, check sensor!

96

Boiler sensor fault

97

Boiler return temperature not OK

98

The motor protection of the stoker rotary valve has activated

99

Frequent overcurrent stoker rotary valve

101

Fault sliding floor

102

Motor protection hydraulic pump stoker, cross feeder

103

Motor protection discharge

104

The motor protection of the rotary valve 2 stoker has activated

105

Unable to fill gravity shaft

106

Timeout discharge

107

Solenoid valve power supply fault

108

Stoker not completely empty. Check light barrier.

110

Both stoker limit switches activated

111

Both cross feeder limit switches activated

112

Open stoker timeout

113

Close stoker timeout

114

Open cross feeder timeout

115

Close cross feeder timeout

116

Open frequent overpressure at stoker

117

Close frequent overpressure at stoker

118

Open frequent overpressure at cross feeder

119

Close frequent overpressure at cross feeder

120

General error at stoker

121

General error at cross feeder

122

Oil level hydraulic pump stoker, cross feeder

123

Oil temperature hydraulic pump stoker, cross feeder

124

The thermal discharge safety device has activated

130

Frequent overpressure grate forward

131

Frequent overpressure back grate

132

Oil level hydraulic pump grate

133

Oil temperature hydraulic pump grate

134

The motor protection of the sliding floor hydraulic motor has activated

135

The oil level in the sliding floor hydraulics is low

136

The oil temperature in the sliding floor hydraulics is too high
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137

Frequent overcurrent stoker

138

Fire safety time expired -> Flue gas temperature too low for too long

139

Fire safety time expired -> Residual oxygen content too high for too long

140

The thermal contact of the hopper rotary agitator has activated

141

Rotary valve 1 stoker overflow

142

Rotary valve 2 stoker overflow

143

Frequent oblique screw overcurrent

144

Oblique screw discharge timeout

145

Burn back flap not open

146

Burn back flap malfunction: both limit switches activated

147

The motor protection of the oblique screw has activated

148

Inspection cover downpipe 1 open

149

Inspection cover downpipe 2 open

151

The motor protection of boiler loading pump 1 has activated

152

The motor protection of boiler loading pump 2 has activated

153

None of the boiler loading pumps is running

154

Fault boiler loading pump 1

155

Fault boiler loading pump 2

156

Both boiler loading pumps registering a fault or disabled

157

Inspection opening rotary valve 1 chamber discharge system opened

158

Inspection opening rotary valve 2 chamber discharge system opened

159

Coupled rotary valve stoker overflow

160

FGR fan power supply

161

FGR fan cable break

162

FGR fan not turning

163

Check FGR configuration

164

FGR fan speed too low

165

Combustion air power supply

166

Combustion air cable break

167

Combustion air fan not turning

168

Error in combustion air fan configuration

169

Overflow raking chain/conveyor belt

170

Primary air flap timeout

171

Primary air flap error

172

Secondary air flap 1 timeout

173

Secondary air flap 1 error

174

Secondary air flap 2 timeout

175

Secondary air flap 2 error

176

Tertiary air flap 1 timeout

177

Tertiary air flap 1 error
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178

Tertiary air flap 2 timeout

179

Tertiary air flap 2 error

180

Primary air flap FGR timeout

181

Primary air flap FGR error

182

Secondary air flap FGR timeout

183

Secondary air flap FGR error

184

FGR flap timeout

185

Air vane timeout

186

Boiler ventilation timeout - the set temperature was not reached

187

Low combustion chamber temperature reached, cleaning possible

190

The safety switch of the combustion chamber ash box has activated

191

The safety switch of the heat exchanger ash box has activated

192

Overfilling sliding floor

193

Combustion chamber ash removal gravity shaft open

194

Empty stoker timeout

196

Customer-specific pressure sensor 1 error

197

Customer-specific pressure sensor 2 error

198

Frequent overpressure ash rake forward

199

Frequent overpressure back ash rake

201

Flue gas temperature sensor faulty

202

Combustion chamber sensor faulty

203

Undergrate sensor faulty

204

Casing sensor faulty

205

Customer-specific type K sensor 1 defective

206

Customer-specific type K sensor 2 defective

207

Flue gas heat exchanger sensor faulty

208

Unable to close FGR flap

209

Unable to close air vane

210

Unable to calculate top storage tank temp.

211

Unable to calculate bottom storage tank temp.

212

Not enough store sensors available. Storage tank management not available.

213

Customer-specific type K sensor 3 defective

214

Customer-specific type K sensor 4 defective

216

Combustion chamber sensor 2 defective

217

Combustion chamber ash screw temperature sensor defective

218

Combustion chamber ash temperature too high for too long

219

Temperature at combustion chamber sensor 1 outside of permissible range for too long: XXX

220

Temperature at combustion chamber sensor 2 outside of permissible range for too long: XXX

221

Temperature at combustion chamber sensor 2 too high

222

Combustion chamber sensor 2 not configured
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223

Customer-specific type K sensor 5 defective

224

Customer-specific type K sensor 6 defective

225

Customer-specific type K sensor 7 defective

226

Customer-specific type K sensor 8 defective

230

Check configuration of cascade communication

231

Connection to master boiler lost

232

Connection to slave boiler 1 lost

233

Connection to slave boiler 2 lost

234

Connection to slave boiler 3 lost

235

Fault on slave boiler 1. The boiler is not ready.

236

Fault on slave boiler 2. The boiler is not ready.

237

Fault on slave boiler 3. The boiler is not ready.

240

The thermal contact of the feeder drive has activated

241

The FC of the feeder supply is reporting an error

242

The motor protection of the rotary valve 2 stoker has activated

243

Frequent overcurrent rotary valve 2 stoker

244

The motor protection of the rotary valve 1 chamber discharge system has activated

245

The motor protection of the rotary valve 2 chamber discharge system has activated

246

Frequent overcurrent rotary valve 1 chamber discharge system

247

Frequent overcurrent rotary valve 2 chamber discharge system

248

The overflow protection of the rotary valve 1 chamber discharge system has activated

249

The overflow protection of the rotary valve 2 chamber discharge system has activated

250

Unable to open flue gas heat exchanger bypass

251

Unable to close flue gas heat exchanger bypass

252

Unable to open flue gas heat exchanger cutoff flap

253

Unable to close flue gas heat exchanger cutoff flap

254

No flow in flue gas heat exchanger

255

Flue gas heat exchanger overtemperature

256

Flue gas heat exchanger needs cleaned

257

Differential pressure in flue gas heat exchanger too high

260

Unable to open filter bypass

261

Unable to close filter bypass

262

Unable to open filter cutoff flap

263

Unable to close filter cutoff flap

264

Filter cleaning timeout

265

Filter fault

266

Lime deficiency filter: Please check fill level of limestone container

267

Rotary valve filter fault

268

Ash box filter not connected

269

Filter cleaning compressed air fault
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270

Spark trap not active

271

Spark trap: Alarm 1, spark trap activated

272

Spark trap: Alarm 2, too many sparks

273

Spark trap malfunction

274

Filter limestone feed fault

275

Chimney sweep mode terminated due to filter (bypass or fault)

276

Filter not active

280

Casing cooling bypass flap not configured. Use casing cooling without bypass.

281

Unable to open casing cooling bypass flap. Use casing cooling without bypass.

282

Unable to close casing cooling bypass flap.

283

Casing sensor not connected

284

Slide-on duct temperature very high

285

Sensor in slide-on duct faulty

290

The FC of the combustion air fan is not configured correctly.

291

Combustion air fan FC cannot be controlled properly/is not behaving as expected.

292

The FC of the combustion air fan is reporting an error.

293

The externally controlled feeder is reporting an error

294

The externally controlled discharge is reporting an error

295

Fault feeder pump 1

296

Fault feeder pump 2

297

Fault feeder pump 3

298

Fault feeder pump 4

301

The motor protection of the multicyclone ash removal rotary valve has activated

302

The ash box on the multicyclone is not connected

303

Problem with the through-flow of the slide-on duct cooling

304

The thermal contact of the rotary valve at the multicyclone has activated

305

The motor protection switch on ash screw 1 of the flue gas ash removal has activated

306

The motor protection switch on ash screw 2 of the flue gas ash removal has activated

307

The motor protection switch on the slanted feed screw of the flue gas ash removal has activated

308

Timeout external activation flue gas ash removal

309

The gravity shaft of the cyclone ash removal is open

310

Grate end positions not reached

311

Both limit switches of the grate activated at same time

312

Ash rake end positions not reached

313

Both limit switches of the ash rake activated at same time

314

Fault slide-on duct cooling

315

Hopper refill timeout

316

The motor protection of the hydraulic unit grate has activated

317

The thermal contact of the hydraulic unit grate has activated

320

Container 1: Low fill level
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321

Container 1 empty or not ready

322

Container 2: Low fill level

323

Container 2 empty or not ready

324

Container 1 and Container 2 empty or not ready

325

Swivel burner fault

326

Emergency burner not swung in

327

Swivel burner insulation removed

328

Swivel burner swung in

329

Swivel burner cannot be activated because external power specification is active.

330

Swivel burner cannot be activated because boiler is in cascade mode.

331

WOS moving very slowly -> Clean WOS

332

WOS moving too slowly or sticking -> contact Froling service

333

Combustion chamber ash screw stiff

334

Ash screw combustion chamber sticking

335

The motor protection of the hopper rotary agitator has activated

336

The thermal contact of the hopper rotary agitator has activated

337

Fault in external hopper

338

Feed screw overcurrent

339

Feed screw level switch timeout

340

The motor protection switch of feed screw 3 has activated.

341

Feed screw 3 overcurrent

342

Feed screw 3 level switch timeout

343

The motor protection switch of feed screw 4 has activated.

344

Feed screw 4 overcurrent

345

Feed screw 4 level switch timeout

346

Error in chamber discharge system

347

The motor protection switch of the chamber discharge system / rotary agitator has activated

348

The thermal contact of the chamber discharge system has activated

349

Gravity shaft discharge open

356

FGR not reaching pressure setpoint

357

Combustion retort overfilling safety device pressure measurement

358

Too many failed attempts at regeneration. Regeneration aborted.

359

Chimney sweep mode: Ready-to-measure state could not be reached within the specified time!

360

The motor protection switch on ash screw 1 of the joint ash removal has activated.

361

The motor protection switch on ash screw 2 of the joint ash removal has activated.

362

The motor protection switch on ash screw 3 of the joint ash removal has activated.

363

The gravity shaft of the joint ash removal is open.

364

The ash container of the joint ash removal is not connected.

365

External fault with the joint ash removal.

366

Fault with the joint ash removal.
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380

The motor protection switch of feed screw 5 has activated.

381

Feed screw 5 overcurrent

382

Feed screw 5 level switch timeout

385

The motor protection switch of feed screw 6 has activated.

386

Feed screw 6 overcurrent

387

Feed screw 6 level switch timeout

390

Cyclone 1 suction system timeout

391

Cyclone 1 gate valve timeout

392

Cyclone 1 vacuum + screw filling blockage

393

Suction system: check cyclone 1

394

Cyclone 2 suction system timeout

395

Cyclone 2 gate valve timeout

396

Cyclone 2 vacuum + screw filling blockage

397

Suction system: check cyclone 2

401

Heating circuit 1: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

402

Heating circuit 2: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

403

Heating circuit 3: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

404

Heating circuit 4: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

405

Heating circuit 5: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

406

Heating circuit 6: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

407

Heating circuit 7: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

408

Heating circuit 8: Flow temperature more than XXX°C too low

411

Fault heating circuit pump 1

412

Fault heating circuit pump 2

413

Fault heating circuit pump 3

414

Fault heating circuit pump 4

415

Fault heating circuit pump 5

416

Fault heating circuit pump 6

417

Fault heating circuit pump 7

418

Fault heating circuit pump 8

421

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 1

422

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 2

423

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 3

424

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 4

425

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 5

426

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 6

427

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 7

428

Fault motor protection heating circuit pump 8

451

Backup boiler 1 loading pump motor protection fault

452

Backup boiler 1 loading pump general fault
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453

Backup boiler 1 not ready

454

Backup boiler 2 loading pump motor protection fault

455

Backup boiler 2 loading pump general fault

456

Backup boiler 2 not ready

461

Fault manifold pump 1

462

Fault manifold pump 2

463

Fault manifold pump 3

464

Fault manifold pump 4

465

Fault manifold pump 5

466

Fault manifold pump 6

471

Fault motor protection manifold pump 1

472

Fault motor protection manifold pump 2

473

Fault motor protection manifold pump 3

474

Fault motor protection manifold pump 4

475

Fault motor protection manifold pump 5

476

Fault motor protection manifold pump 6

480

Fault DHW tank pump 1

481

Fault DHW tank pump 2

482

Fault DHW tank pump 3

483

Fault DHW tank pump 4

500

Test message: All OK

501

Connection to the frequency converters at socket XXX not possible. Check hardware configuration.

502

ID fan frequency converter: Parameters have been reset

503

FGR frequency converter: Parameters have been reset

504

Combustion air frequency converter: Parameters have been reset

510

Overload at ID fan frequency converter (Error XXX)

511

Short circuit at ID fan frequency converter (Error XXX)

512

Ground fault at ID fan frequency converter (Error XXX)

513

Error in the supply to the ID fan frequency converter (Error XXX)

514

General error at ID fan frequency converter (Error XXX)

515

Communication problem with ID fan frequency converter (Error code XXX). Check MODBUS settings.

516

Parameter XXX at ID fan frequency converter outside of permitted FC limits (Error code XXX).

517

Error in the connection to the ID fan frequency converter (Error code XXX).

518

ID fan frequency converter not ready.

520

Overload at FGR frequency converter (Error XXX)

521

Short circuit at FGR frequency converter (Error XXX)

522

Ground fault at FGR frequency converter (Error XXX)

523

Error in the supply to the frequency converter (Error XXX)

524

General error at FGR frequency converter (Error XXX)

525

Communication problem with FGR frequency converter (Error code XXX). Check MODBUS settings.
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526

Parameter XXX at FGR frequency converter outside of permitted FC limits (Error code XXX).

527

Error in the connection to the FGR frequency converter (Error code XXX).

528

FGR frequency converter not ready.

530

Overload at combustion air frequency converter (Error XXX)

531

Short circuit at combustion air frequency converter (Error XXX)

532

Ground fault at combustion air frequency converter (Error XXX)

533

Error in the supply to the combustion air frequency converter (Error XXX)

534

General error at combustion air frequency converter (Error XXX)

535

Communication problem with combustion air frequency converter (Error code XXX). Check MODBUS settings.

536

Parameter XXX at combustion air frequency converter outside of permitted FC limits (Error code XXX).

537

Error in the connection to the combustion air frequency converter (Error code XXX).

538

Combustion air frequency converter not ready.

601
602
603
604
800

The boiler temperature sensor is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

801

The temperature sensor ‘Slide-on duct sensor’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

802

The temperature sensor ‘Outside temperature’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

803

The temperature sensor ‘Boiler temperature backup boiler 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or
defective.

804

The temperature sensor ‘Boiler temperature backup boiler 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or
defective.

805

The temperature sensor ‘Flue gas heat exchanger flow’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

806

The temperature sensor ‘Flue gas heat exchanger storage tank top’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or
defective.

807

The temperature sensor ‘Flue gas heat exchanger storage tank bottom’ is not connected / incorrectly connected
or defective.

808

The temperature sensor ‘Network return temperature’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

811

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

812

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

813

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

814

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

815

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

816

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

817

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

818

The temperature sensor ‘Heating circuit 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

821

The temperature sensor ‘DHW tank 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

822

The temperature sensor ‘DHW tank 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

823

The temperature sensor ‘DHW tank 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

824

The temperature sensor ‘DHW tank 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.
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831

The temperature sensor ‘Feeder pump 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

832

The temperature sensor ‘Feeder pump 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

833

The temperature sensor ‘Feeder pump 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

834

The temperature sensor ‘Feeder pump 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

835

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder pump 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

836

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder pump 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

837

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder pump 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

838

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder pump 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

841

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

842

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

843

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

844

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

845

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

846

The temperature sensor ‘Return feeder 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

851

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

852

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

853

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

854

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

855

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

856

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

857

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

858

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

859

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 9’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

860

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor 10’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

861

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

862

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

863

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

864

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

865

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

866

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

867

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

868

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

869

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 9’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

870

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor 10’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

871

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

872

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

873

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

874

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

875

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

876

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.
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877

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

878

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

879

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 9’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

880

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor 10’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

881

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

882

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

883

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

884

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

885

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

886

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

887

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

888

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

889

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 9’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

890

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor 10’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

891

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

892

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

893

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

894

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

895

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

896

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

897

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

898

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

899

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 9’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

900

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor 10’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

901

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

902

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

903

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

904

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

905

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

906

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

907

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

908

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

909

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 9’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

910

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor 10’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

911

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

912

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

913

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 3’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

914

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 4’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

915

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 5’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

916

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 6’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.
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917

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 7’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

918

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 8’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

919

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 9’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

920

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 7 sensor 10’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

921

The temperature sensor ‘Customer-specific PT100 1’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

922

The temperature sensor ‘Customer-specific PT100 2’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

923

The return feed temperature sensor is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

924

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor top’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

925

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 1 sensor bottom’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

926

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor top’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

927

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 2 sensor bottom’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

928

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor top’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

929

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 3 sensor bottom’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

930

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor top’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

931

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 4 sensor bottom’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

932

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor top’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

933

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 5 sensor bottom’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

934

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor top’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.

935

The temperature sensor ‘Storage tank 6 sensor bottom’ is not connected / incorrectly connected or defective.
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8 Appendix
8.1 FAQ
This section looks at and answers frequently asked questions.

8.1.1 Changes - control cabinet H 3000 to SPS 4000
Regulating flaps
All actuators have been changed from a constant activation (0-10V) to discontinuous drives (open – closed with
0-10V return signal). This means that it is possible to monitor the function of the actuators. Because of the
return signal, it may be necessary to separate all actuators.

Sensors
All KTY sensors have been replaced with PT100 sensors. These sensors should be wired in 3-wire technique.

Multi-sensor storage tank management
None of the PT100 store sensors are connected any more using a Rinck element; instead they are connected
directly to the SPS 4000. There is no longer an analysis via averager, as all temperatures can be read off
directly on the SPS 4000.

Flue gas temperature sensor
The flue gas temperature sensor has been changed from a type J to a type K sensor. This has eliminated the
sensor’s susceptibility to moisture.

Casing cooling
Actuator and thermocouple changed.

Separation of fault contacts
▪ STL, emergency stop, Pmin, Pmax have distinct separate inputs from SPS 4000 up. The safety chains,
however, remain in place.
▪ The same also applies to the blower fans (induced draught, FGR) where there is now a distinction between
the thermal contact (Klixon), the FC error and the motor protection.
▪ The signals for the oil level and oil temperature have also been separated in hydraulic units.
▪ Separation of combustion chamber door into two door contacts.

Grate hydraulics LM 750/1000 control
Instead of pilgrim step control, there is now a normal forward/backward control as with the worm-drive grate of
the Turbomat. Furthermore, there are dedicated switch outputs and end position controls for the ash rake on the
LM 750 for the relevant error message.
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Lambda probe 0-10V
The residual oxygen is measured on the SPS 4000 using the broadband probe and the 0-10V signal of the
sensor box.
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8.1.2 Boiler program (Start-shut down)
The diagram below illustrates a possible boiler program sequence without the occurrence of a fault:
FIRE DETECTED

Standby

For fire to be detected the following must apply:
▪ the minimum combustion chamber temperature has been reached
▪ an adjustable combustion chamber temperature change has been
noted since stoker filling (“CCT difference at ignition” parameter)

Preparation

IGNITE FAILED

Fill
stoker

If ignition has failed, the system switches directly to reignition. If the fire
detection criterion is still not fulfilled, an error message is issued. If the
boiler only reaches heating status during reignition, a warning at least is
issued for information.

Heating up

RESTART

Pre-heat phase

If a new demand is noted and the boiler is switched on, you can switch
directly to Stoker filling here.
Ignite

Fire
present

Ignition not
successful
Reignition

Heating

Empty
stoker

FGR
run-on

FGR
cleaning

Restart

Fan
run-on
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8.1.3 Back up/restore memory card
Before updating the software on the SPS, the current version should be backed up so that the old version can
be restored if necessary if an attempted update fails. This function can also be used to clone CF cards so that
you can leave a second card at the system as a backup.

Step 1 - B&R Automation Software
B&R Automation software needs to be installed for backing up and restoring the CompactFlash memory card.
The installation package is available as a compressed file “PVI_4.2.4.102_CD.zip”.
❒ Extract the installation package to any folder
❒ Go to that folder and run "Install.exe"

❒ Select the relevant language on the start screen
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❒ In the menu tree on the left, select "PVI Development"
❒ Click “Start installation" to run
➥ Follow the instructions of the installation wizard
➥ Once the software has been successfully installed, "B&R Automation" will appear in the start menu

Step 2 - Runtime Utility Center

❒ From the menu run the "Runtime Utility Center" program
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There are several functions to choose from in the main menu of Runtime Utility Center:

❒ To back up and restore memory cards, click the third menu item “Create / restore a drive image"

❒ Insert the CompactFlash card into the relevant slot in the computer or use an appropriate card reader
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❒ Click the “Update” button to browse the available drives

❒ Select the drive with the memory card from the dropdown menu and confirm
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Step 3 - Back up memory card
If the memory card has been recognised and correctly assigned, the name of the CF card will appear under
“Select disk”:
❒ Go to the relevant folder for the backup file

❒ Name the file as you wish
➥ For better traceability, the filename should contain the name of the system/customer and the current date
➥ When creating the name, do not use any spaces, full stops or special characters (underscores "_" are
allowed)
➥ The special data format "zp2" must not be changed
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❒ Confirm current file settings with “Save"

The process can take some time depending on the amount of data. The progress bar shows the current status
while the image file is being created.
Once the backup has been created, a message appears stating that the process has been successfully
completed

Step 4 - Restore memory card
Once again, the memory card must be recognised and correctly assigned. The name of the CF card will appear
under “Current disk":
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❒ Click “Restore image file" to start the restore process
❒ Select the relevant file from the selection dialogue and confirm
➥ Warning message appears

❒ If you do not want to delete the data on the memory card, you can cancel the process here
❒ To start, confirm the warning message with “Yes"
➥ All the data on partitions on the memory card will be deleted and overwritten with the backup data
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8.1.4 Performing a software update
Requirements for a software update:
▪ Froling-approved USB stick (max. 2GB!)
▪ Update .zip file
❒ Open the update file (.zip file) saved on the computer
➥ Zip file contains a folder, an .xml file and the version information as a .txt file

❒ Plug the USB stick into the computer
➥ The USB stick does not have to be empty, but there must not be any other update on it!
❒ Highlight all of the files from the .zip file, hold down the mouse button and drag them onto the USB stick
➥ The files will be unzipped automatically during the transfer
➥ This method works both with the compressor integrated in Windows and all others, for example: WinZip,
7zip, WinRAR, etc.
❒ Connect the USB stick with the update information to the USB interface of the SPS
❒ Go to the “Software” menu

System menu

SPS

Software

❒ Tap the update icon to start the procedure
➥ The controller will now restart several times
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❒ Following the update, check the software version on the “System” tab in the info menu
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8.1.5 Connecting to the SPS with PC
A PC connection to the SPS 4000 is required for the data exchange via the Froling visualisation software or for
analysis via the System Diagnostic Manager. For a connection to the SPS 4000, the Ethernet interface
integrated on the back of the display is used.
⇨ See "Ports and displays" [page 8]

Connection via a local network (LAN)
If the system is already integrated into a local network, the PC is connected to the network distributor (router/
switch) using a conventional network cable. Alternatively, the connection from the PC to the router can also be
made via WLAN.

LAN-Port

Switch/Router

LAN-Port

Depending on the configuration of the local network, the network settings are obtained automatically or must be
assigned manually:
❒ Checking/setting the SPS 4000 network settings
⇨ See "SPS 4000 network settings" [page 184]
❒ Checking/setting the PC network settings
⇨ See "PC network settings" [page 186]
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Direct connection to SPS 4000
If the system is not integrated into a local area network, the PC is connected directly to the Ethernet interface of
the SPS 4000 with a cross-over cable. A cross-over cable is used for direct connections between two networkcompatible devices. The difference compared to a conventional network cable is that the signals for sending
and receiving data are crossed. Cross-over cables are usually identified by their respective cable labelling.

Cross-Over
LAN-Port
Tx
Rx

Tx
Rx

LAN-Port

To properly establish the connection, it is necessary to ensure that the network settings of both devices are
compatible. During the manual allocation of the network settings, it is important that the same IP address is not
used for both devices.
For example:
▪ SPS 4000: IP address 192.168.0.99 / Subnet mask 255.255.255.0
▪ PC: IP address 192.168.0.100 / Subnet mask 255.255.255.0
Before establishing the connection, check the settings on both devices and adjust, if necessary:
❒ Checking/setting the network setting on the SPS 4000
⇨ See "SPS 4000 network settings" [page 184]
❒ Checking/setting the network settings on the PC
⇨ See "PC network settings" [page 186]
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SPS 4000 network settings
To change the network settings go to the corresponding menu:

❒ Navigate to Start screen -> System menu -> System -> Connections -> Network
❒ In the Network menu, tap the configuration tab
➥ The necessary parameters for the network configuration are displayed
DHCP settings
DHCP is used to assign the network configuration to network devices through a server. In smaller local
networks this function is usually performed by a router.

DHCP switched on

If the DHCP function is activated on the SPS 4000, the network settings are automatically retrieved from the
server/router and the system integrated in the local network.
ADVANTAGE: There must be no incorrect network settings present, for example, a duplicate assignment of a
network address.
DISADVANTAGE: Restarting the boiler (main switch off/on) can under certain circumstances cause the SPS
4000 to be assigned to another IP address. Predefined connections (e.g. Froling visualisation software) must be
configured again.
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DHCP switched off

If the DHCP function is deactivated on the SPS 4000, all network settings must be performed manually. For
systems in a local network with several devices (⇨ See "Connection via a local network (LAN)" [page 182]) the
automatic assignment is ignored and the network settings must be manually adjusted to the network. If the
system is connected by a direct connection to the PC (⇨ See "Direct connection to SPS 4000" [page 183]) then
this type of network setting must be used to properly establish the connection, since no automatic assignment
can be performed.
ADVANTAGE: The boiler has the same IP address after a restart. Predefined connections (e.g. Froling
visualisation software) can remain the same.
DISADVANTAGE: If the boiler is integrated in a local network, the settings on the SPS 4000 must be checked in
the event of a change and adjusted, if necessary. If there are several devices on your network with manual
setting of the IP address, there is the risk of incorrect network settings through a duplicate assignment.
IP address
To establish communication between two devices in a network, each device must be assigned a unique IP
address. IP addresses are used to transport data from a sender to a receiver. To ensure the data arrives at the
correct remote station, the sender must know the recipient's address. The IP address consists of four numbers,
which can assume values from 0 to 255, and are separated by a period. Leading zeros of individual numbers
can be omitted (e.g. 192.000.002.042 -> 192.0.2.42). It is important that each device in the network is assigned
a different IP address.
For the manual assignment of an IP address to the SPS 4000, DHCP must be deactivated.
⇨ See "DHCP settings" [page 184]
❒ Tap the "IP address" parameter
➥ The detailed view of the parameter will open

❒ Tap the numeric keypad icon
➥ The enter values for editing the address will appear
❒ Type in the desired address on the numeric keypad
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➥ If the boiler is integrated into an existing local network, the IP address may not be identical to any
existing devices in the network. With direction connection e.g. to the SPS 4000, use "192.168.0.99"
and on PC "192.168.0.100"
❒ Confirm your entry by tapping the confirm icon
Subnet mask
The subnet mask basically determines the maximum number of participants and thus can be seen as a
indication of the network size. The subnet mask consists of four numbers, which can assume values from 0 to
255, whereby longer lengths mean smaller networks (e.g. 255.255.255.0 gives a maximum of 254 usable IP
addresses, 255.255.0.0 gives a maximum of 65,534 usable IP addresses). Importantly, unlike the IP address
the subnet mask must be the same in the respective network for all devices.
For the manual assignment of the subnet mask to the SPS 4000, DHCP must be deactivated.
⇨ See "DHCP settings" [page 184]
❒ Tap the “Subnet mask” parameter
➥ The detailed view of the parameter will open

❒ Tap the numeric keypad icon
➥ The enter values for editing the address will appear
❒ Type in the desired address on the numeric keypad
➥ If the boiler is integrated in an existing local network, the subnet mask must be set identically to existing
devices in the network. With direct connection from PC and SPS 4000, “255.255.255.0” can be used
as the default setting.
❒ Confirm your entry by tapping the confirm icon

PC network settings
Network settings in Windows XP
To change the network settings in Windows XP proceed as follows:
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❒ Under "Start -> Settings", open the "Network connections" menu item

❒ In the "Network connections" window, double-click on "LAN connection"
➥ The status window for the LAN connection will open

❒ In the status window, click on the “Properties” button
➥ The properties window for the LAN connection will open

❒ In the properties window, select the "Internet protocol (TCP/IP)" element and click on
"Properties"
➥ The properties for the internet protocol (TCP/IP) will appear
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Automatic IP address

Manual IP address

If the PC is integrated into an existing network with server/router:
❒ Select “Obtain IP address automatically” and confirm with “OK”
➥ The network settings are automatically retrieved from the server/router and the PC integrated in the local
network
If the PC is integrated in an existing network with manual assignment of the network settings (e.g. no server/
router) or the PC is connected directly to the SPS:
❒ Select "Use following IP address"
❒ Enter IP address
➥ If the PC is integrated in an existing local network, the IP address may not be identical to any existing
device in the network. With direction connection e.g. to the SPS 4000, use "192.168.0.99" and on PC
"192.168.0.100"
❒ Enter subnet mask
➥ If the boiler is integrated in an existing local network, the subnet mask must be set identically to existing
devices in the network. With direct connection from PC and SPS 4000, “255.255.255.0” can be used
as the default setting
Default: gateway:
A gateway is a kind of transition point from one network to the other (e.g. Internet). In most local networks the
default gateway is usually the IP address of the router. For the data exchange between PC and SPS 4000
within the local network or with direct connections, the default gateway is not required.
Network settings in Windows 7
To change the network settings in Windows 7 proceed as follows:

❒ Click on "Start"
❒ Open the context menu on “Network” using the right mouse button and open the "Properties" menu item
➥ The network and release center opens
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❒ In the "Network and release center", click on "LAN connection" in the active networks
➥ The status window for the LAN connection will open

❒ In the status window, click on the “Properties” button
➥ The properties window for the LAN connection will open

❒ In the properties window, select "Internet protocol version 4 (TCP/IPv4)" and click on
"Properties"
➥ The properties for the internet protocol (TCP/IP) will appear
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Automatic IP address

Manual IP address

If the PC is integrated into an existing network with server/router:
❒ Select “Obtain IP address automatically” and confirm with “OK”
➥ The network settings are automatically retrieved from the server/router and the PC integrated in the local
network
If the PC is integrated in an existing network with manual assignment of the network settings (e.g. no server/
router) or the PC is connected directly to the SPS 4000:
❒ Select "Use following IP address"
❒ Enter IP address
➥ If the PC is integrated in an existing local network, the IP address may not be identical to any existing
device in the network. With direction connection e.g. to the SPS 4000, use "192.168.0.99" and on PC
"192.168.0.100"
❒ Enter subnet mask
➥ If the boiler is integrated in an existing local network, the subnet mask must be set identically to existing
devices in the network. With direct connection from PC and SPS 4000, “255.255.255.0” can be used
as the default setting
Default: gateway:
A gateway is a kind of transition point from one network to the other (e.g. Internet). In most local networks the
default gateway is usually the IP address of the router. For the data exchange between PC and SPS 4000
within the local network or with direct connections, the default gateway is not required.
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8.1.6 System Diagnostic Manager (SDM)
The System Diagnostics Manager (SDM) is a browser-based interface of the SPS 4000 for the overview and
diagnosis of SPS components. The information displayed is limited only to the SPS and the module types
installed. Prerequisite for starting the SDM is a PC with Internet browser and an available, working connection to
the SPS 4000.
❒ Connecting to the SPS with PC
⇨ See "Connecting to the SPS with PC" [page 182]
❒ Open Internet browser (Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, ...)
❒ In the address line of your internet browser enter the network address of the SPS 4000 followed by “/sdm”
(for example: 192.168.0.1/sdm)
➥ The System Diagnostic Manager of B&R is started

The navigation area to select the desired category is located on the left side. Important for a functional analysis
of the SPS 4000 is the storage of log files.
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Saving log file to data medium

❒ In the navigation area select the "Logger" category
❒ Select the desired logger module and click on "Upload from target"
➥ The window for saving the logger file is displayed.

❒ Select the desired directory and start the save process by clicking on “OK”
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Create system dump
❒ Select “System Dump” function

❒ Select menu item “Parameters + Data Files” and continue with “OK”
➥ Confirm the security prompt

❒ To save the data, select the function “Upload form target”, select the desired directory and start the
save process
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8.2 Addresses
8.2.1 Address of manufacturer
FRÖLING
Heizkessel- und Behälterbau GesmbH
Industriestraße 12
A-4710 Grieskirchen
AUSTRIA
TEL 0043 (0)7248 606 0
FAX 0043 (0)7248 606 600
EMAIL info@froeling.com
INTERNET www.froeling.com

Customer service
Austria

0043 (0)7248 606 7000

Germany

0049 (0)89 927 926 400

Worldwide

0043 (0)7248 606 0

8.2.2 Address of the installer

Stamp
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